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Abstract The pseudo-cleft analysis and the clausal complement analysis for the
cleft construction in Malagasy are compared. The two are similar with respect to
constituency, placement of negation and adverbials, and yet exhibit a number of
differences. Restrictions on the predicate, tense-marking on locatives and PPs,
multiple occurrence of adverbs, binding into PPs as well as coordination are shown
to be most problematic for the pseudo-cleft account according to which the clefted
phrase is the predicate and what follows it is the DP subject with an empty head
noun. The obligatory empty head noun, the non-DP distribution of the suggested DP
subject, clefting of adjuncts and long-distance dependency are also troublesome for
this view. These facts can be straightforwardly accommodated in the clausal
complement analysis in which the cleft construction has a structure in which an
empty copula verb takes as complement a functional projection headed by the focus
particle no, and the clefted phrase is fronted to its surface position. Certain facts
concerning discontinuous phrases and the adverb daholo ‘all’ ostensibly support the
clefted phrase being the predicate, but turn out to have no specific bearing on the
cleft construction.

Keywords Binding . Clefts . Copula verb . Coordination . Adverb daholo Fall_ .

Discontinous phrases . Extraction . Extraposition . Focus particle no . Malagasy .

Long-distance dependency .Multiple occurrence of adverbs . Placement of negation
and adverbials . Predicate restrictions . Pseudo-clefts . Relativazation and verb
morphology . Tense-marking on locatives and PPs

1 Introduction

It is well-known since Keenan (1972, 1976) that clefts and questions in Malagasy,
like those in many other Austronesian languages, are all subject to the same
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constraint that only a particular argument of the verb bearing particular voice/focus
morphology can be extracted:1

(1) a. Rabei no nividy ity trondro ity ti.   (cleft)
FOC bought.ACT  this fish this

It is Rabe who bought this fish.

b. Izai no nividy ity trondro ity ti?   (question)
 who FOC bought.ACT  this fish this

Who bought this fish?

(2) a. *Ity trondro ityi no nividy ti Rabe. (cleft)
this fish this FOC bought.ACT

Rabe bought this fish.

b. *Inonai no nividy ti Rabe?  (question)
what FOC bought.ACT

What did Rabe buy?

The extracted phrase in (1) corresponds to the argument that appears at the end of a
declarative sentence, while that in the ungrammatical sentences in (2) corresponds to
a non-final argument:

(3) a. Nividy ity trondro ity ny lehilahy.
bought.ACT this fish this DET man
The man bought this fish.

b. #Nividy ny lehilahy ity trondro ity.
bought.ACT DET man this fish this
This fish bought the man  NOT The man bought this fish

In fact, verbs with particular morphology require that an argument bearing a
particular theta-role be at the end of the sentence (Keenan 1976:249). Re-ordering
the arguments would result in a pragmatically odd interpretation, as illustrated in (3).

Following Schachter’s (1993) suggestion for the ang-marked argument in
Tagalog, I will refer to the argument that occurs at the end of a declarative sentence

1Abbreviations: ACC=accusative, ACT=active, CIRC=circumstantial, DET=determiner, EMPH=emphatic,
FOC=focus, NOM=nominative, OBL=oblique, P=preposition, PASS=passive, PST=past, REL=relativizer, SG=
singular, TOP=topic. For the sake of simplicity and uniformity, morphemes are not precisely segmented,
and the glosses given here may deviate from the originals. The labels are for glossing purposes, and have
no theoretical bearing on our concerns here. Thus, notions like passive or the cleft construction used here
do not in any way imply that it is to be analyzed the same way as passive or the cleft construction in
familiar languages like English. The idiomatic English translations for the Malagasy examples, sometimes
awkward, are to help understanding, and have no bearing on the syntactic analysis of the originals.
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in Malagasy, as required by the verb with particular morphology, as the trigger, and
the position it appears in as the trigger position.

Relative clauses show the same property as that in questions and clefts; only a
particular argument of a verb with particular morphology can be relativized:

(4) a. Ny lehilahy (izay) nividy ity trondro ity. (relative clause)
DET man that bought.ACT  this fish this
The man who bought this fish.

b. #Ity trondro ity (izay) nividy ny lehilahy.
 this fish this that bought.ACT DET man 

This fish that bought the man. NOT The man who bought this fish.

If relative clauses are formed by the same process as questions and clefts, e.g., by the
movement operation (Chomsky 1977), then we can descriptively state that all these
constructions are subject to the same constraint on extraction, in accord with much
consensus in the literature that questions, clefts and relative clauses should be
analyzed in the same way.2

There is by now substantial work on the relation between verbal morphology and
the restriction on extraction in Austronesian languages (Nakamura 1998; Pearson
1998, 2005a; Rackowski 1998; Richards 2000; Aldridge 2002; Paul 2002; Sabel
2002a), an issue that I will not be concerned with here. I will simply call the
restriction observed in (1)–(2) and (4), where only the phrase corresponding to the
trigger in the declarative sentence can be extracted, as the trigger restriction on
extraction (TRE). I will primarily focus here on the syntactic structure of clefts, and
will only discuss questions and relative clauses when these are particularly relevant.

The sentence in (1a) is reminiscent of English clefts in that it implies exhaustivity,
i.e., no one else besides Rabe bought this fish. It is hence commonly taken to be the
cleft or focus construction (Keenan 1976), with the morpheme no being a focus

2Topicalization with the topic marker dia shows a slightly different pattern from questions, clefts and
relative clauses; any argument can appear before dia (Keenan 1976:272–273):

(i) Ity radara ity dia ny Rosiana no nanao azy.
this radar this TOP DET Russian FOC did.ACT 3SG

As for this radar, it was the Russians who built it.

Not only can the non-trigger argument ity radara ity ‘this radar’ appear preverbally in dia-topicalization,
the postverbal argument position where it otherwise can occur is also resumed by an overt pronoun. The
phrase before dia in (i) is therefore most likely base-generated in its surface position.

However, a non-trigger argument may not appear before dia, with or without a resumptive pronoun, if
what follows dia is not a syntactic island, e.g., (i) is ungrammatical with ny Rosiana ‘the Russians’ at the
end of the sentence and without the focus particle no (Paul 2000). I thank an anonymous reviewer for
reminding me of this point.
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particle. For descriptive conveniences, I will call the position before no in (1) the
cleft position, the phrase appearing in that position the clefted phrase, and the
phrase containing no and the rest of the sentence the no-phrase. These labels may
conjure up various well-known concepts with the same names in the theoretical
literature, but they have no theoretical standing for our purposes here.

When a PP is moved to the cleft position, it may always be optionally
accompanied by the real subject (cf. Keenan 1976:269), here called the trigger;
both occur before the focus particle no:

(5) Amin’ ity savony ityj Rasoai no manasa lamba tj ti

P this soap this FOC wash.ACT  clothes
It is  with this soap that Rasoa is washing clothes.

He refers to this phenomenon as the Bodyguard Condition and the fronted trigger in
(5) as the bodyguard. But as we will see, there is no independent condition
sanctioning the syntactic structure for the example in (5). I will thus refer to it simply
as the bodyguard construction (BC).

The interest of the cleft construction is two-fold. First, it exhibits certain syntactic
and semantic properties that bear on a considerable range of facts, including adverb
placement, binding, extraction and distributions of other independently established
categories. The clustering of these properties, instead of some other logically
possible ones, therefore calls for an explanation, i.e., why the facts in the cleft
construction are the way they are. Second, the investigation of the construction sheds
some light on syntactic theory insofar as some grammatical principles motivated
elsewhere, e.g., those concerning constituency, binding and extraction motivated by
facts in familiar languages like English, are confirmed by the various facts in the
cleft construction in Malagasy. To the extent that the analysis is correct, the facts
considered here constitute striking empirical evidence for syntactic theory as a
hypothesis about speakers’ knowledge of language. Investigation of a particular
construction in a specific language is thus not an isolated undertaking but has
theoretical bearing.

To this end, I compare the pseudo-cleft analysis suggested by Paul (2001) and
seconded by Potsdam (2004, 2006a), the most detailed account to date relating
several facts to the construction, with a clausal complement analysis that Law (2005)
suggests as an alternative. I show that the latter can accommodate a wider range of
facts than the former.3

3For reason of space, I cannot review here Sabel’s (2001) proposal according to which the cleft
construction in Malagasy is similar to English questions, with the focus particle no being in C (see also
Maclaughlin 1995; Pensalfini 1995; Sabel 2002a; Potsdam 2003). See Potsdam (2004) and Law (2005) for
a discussion.
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2 A pseudo-cleft analysis vs a clausal complement analysis

Paul (2001:708, 711) suggests that clefts and questions in Malagasy are in fact
(concealed) pseudo-clefts. The syntactic structure of an example like (6a) would be
as in (6b), the same predicate-subject structure for declarative sentences (the
category labels are original):4

(6) a. I Sahondrano nanapaka ity hazo ity.
DET cut.ACT  this tree this

(lit.) The one who cut this tree is Sahondra.

b. IP

I′ DP

I XP   DP CP

 focus OPi ... ti 

I Sahondra no nanapaka ity hazo ity

The focussed element i Sahondra is the matrix (copular) predicate, the no-phrase is a
headless relative, and is the clause-final subject, here called the trigger. OP is the
familiar phonetically empty operator (Chomsky 1982; Browning 1987) moving from
argument position to SpecCP. The structure in (6b) bears striking resemblance to the
English structure in (7):

(7) [DP The one [CP who cut this tree ]] is John.

The proper names i Sahondra in (6b) and John in (7) are the predicates, predicating
of a DP subject.

4It’s not clear if the ∅ in (6b) represents the determiner or the head noun, or whether the XP in the cleft
position has further internal structure. Paul seems to assume that the CP relative clause is adjoined to the
lower DP. These details have no consequences for our analysis here. I thank a reviewer for raising this
point.
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Paul (2003:141) suggests that the BC has the structure in (8) where the bodyguard
is in the Specifier position of the no-phrase, and the adjunct to its left is the
predicate, predicating of the no-phrase, a DP subject:5

(8) IP 

I′ DP

I PredP DPk D′

omaly Rabe D CP
yesterday no 

 nividy vary tk

FOC bought.ACT  rice 
It is yesterday that Rabe bought rice.

The trigger Rabe in the Spec of the no-phrase is a kind of possessor (see also
Potsdam 2004:252).

In the clausal complement analysis suggested in Law (2005), the syntactic
structure of Malagasy clefts has a phonetically null copula verb (represented here as
BE) taking as complement the projection of the focus particle no, a functional
category (represented here as FP), which in turn takes an IP as complement. The
clefted phrase, a trigger or an adjunct XP, moves from its base-position within IP
first to the Spec of FP, then to the Spec position of the matrix VP headed by the null
copula BE, as in (9a):6

(9) a. VP b. IP 

 XPi V′   IP FPj

  V FP  VP ti F′

BE ti F′  XPi V′ F IP

  F IP  V tj no ti

no ti  BE

6It is quite possible that the copula verb BE (or some projection containing it) moves leftwards just like
other verbs (cf. Massam 2002), conforming to the general predicate-first property of Malagasy. As it is
phonetically empty, it is difficult to detect such movement in the word-order. I leave out the movement of
BE throughout for simplicity.

5The structure in (8) differs from that in (6b) in that the CP relative clause is a complement to the
determiner no. It is an independent issue of how the relative clause CP is analyzed internal to the DP, as a
complement to D or as an adjunct to DP. What is particularly crucial is that no extraction of a phrase is
possible out of the DP, as we will see in the course of the discussion of many facts.
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Certain word-order facts indicate that FP undergoes rightward extraposition at PF
adjoining to IP, as in (9b) (see 2.1.2).

The BC has essentially the same structures, except that the trigger is in the Spec
of FP, and the adjunct moves from some position in the IP-complement of no to
SpecVP:

(10) a. VP b. IP 

Adjunctj  V′  IP FPk 

  V  FP VP  DPi    F′ 

 BE DPi F′  Adjunct j  V′  F IP

  F IP  V tk   no    ... tj ... ti ...

 no ... tj ... ti ...  BE 

The structure in (9a) may bear some resemblance to English it-clefts. But to the
extent that the BC is a variant of the cleft construction with the same structure, the
cleft construction in Malagasy is not an English it-cleft. For instance, in English,
either a DP or PP may be clefted, but not both at the same time, i.e., English does not
have the BC variant of the Malagasy cleft construction:

(11) a. It is John who washed the clothes. 

b. It is with this soap that John washed the clothes. 

c.  *It is with this soap John who/that washed the clothes.

There are also some other differences, e.g., with respect to discontinuous phrases
(Section 2.1.7) and the disjunction na iza na iza ‘or who or who’ (Section 2.2.6).

The most appealing aspect of the structure in (6b) where the clefted phrase is the
predicate is that it conforms to the general predicate-first word-order of Malagasy
(Paul 2001:712). Thus, given that a clause-initial PP or DP/NP in the (a)-examples in
(12)–(13) is a predicate, it seems natural to suppose that the clause-initial PP or DP/
NP in the cleft position in the (b)-examples too is the predicate:

(12) a. Any Antananarivo i Ketaka. 
 there 

Ketaka is in Antananarivo.

b. Any Antananarivo no mipetraka i Ketaka.
 there  FOC live.ACT  

It’s  in Antananarivo that Ketaka lives.
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(13) a. Mpianatra i Ketaka. 
 student 

Ketaka is a student.

b. Mpianatra no mamaky teny.
 student FOC read.ACT  word

It’s students who are reading.

If the clefted PP or DP/NP is the predicate, then the no-phrase must be the subject,
here called the trigger. The (b)-examples in (12)–(13) thus instantiate the structure in
(6b) with XP and the no-phrase, a DP, respectively corresponding to the predicate
and the subject in the (a)-examples.

By contrast, the clausal complement structure in (9a) are completely different
from the predicate-subject structure. The clefted phrase is fronted from argument
position and hence is not the predicate. In light of the seemingly parallel facts in
(12)–(13), one might wonder whether the clausal complement structure can be
justified. I will show that a number of syntactic and semantic properties can be
accommodated in the clausal complement analysis but not in the pseudo-cleft analysis.

The structures in (6b) and (9b) are similar in that there is a predicate or VP
outside the no-phrase (Section 2.1.1) and the focus particle no forms a syntactic
constituent with what follows it. So evidence for there being a predicate or VP
outside the no-phrase as well as that for the no-phrase being a syntactic constituent
(Section 2.2.1) do not distinguish the two structures. Nevertheless, the two structures
differ in several important respects. First, the no-phrase is a DP in (6b), but not in
(9b). Second, the thematic predicate in the no-phrase is in a relative clause in (6b),
but is in a clausal complement of no in (9b). Third, the clefted phrase is base-
generated as a predicate in (6b) but that in (9b) is fronted from some base-position in
the no-phrase before FP is extraposed. Fourth, while there is movement of sorts in
both structures, the clausal complement structure allows movement out of the no-
phrase, but the pseudo-cleft structure does not. In the former structure, the thematic
predicate in the no-phrase is in a clausal complement of a null copula, whereas in the
latter it is in a relative clause. This structural difference has far-reaching conse-
quences, for extraction out of a clausal complement is possible, even when the
clause has been extraposed (cf. Section 2.1.2), but extraction out of a relative clause,
a syntactic island (Ross 1967), is not, presumably due to Huang’s (1982) Condition
on Extraction Domain (CED). As we will see, a range of empirical facts bear out the
predictions of the clausal complement analysis, but not the pseudo-cleft analysis.

As the two structures in (6b) and (9b) both have two major syntactic constituents in
the matrix clause, the clefted phrase and the no-phrase that follows it, it is natural to
compare the pseudo-cleft and the clausal complement analysis by considering each of
these two major constituents in turn (Sections 2.1 and 2.2). I would like to stress at
the outset that I will not be proposing any diagnostics specifically for distinguishing
the pseudo-cleft structure from the clausal complement structure. There is no need for
a list of criteria identifying the cleft construction in Malagasy as a specific type, for
the substantive issue is not whether it is more like some other construction we know
from other languages, e.g., English pseudo-clefts or it-clefts, but how its properties are
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to be accounted for, an issue that any account has to provide an explanation for. As I
will show, the two structures can actually be distinguished by some Malagasy-specific
facts and by general grammatical principles motivated independently of Malagasy.

2.1 The clefted phrase

Evidence for there being a predicate or VP before the no-phrase comes from
placement of negation, preverbal and postverbal adverbs (Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2) is
consistent with both the pseudo-cleft and the clausal complement structures.

Nevertheless, the two analyses differ with respect to whether the clefted phrase is
base-generated in its surface position or is fronted from a position in the no-phrase. I
show that many facts concerning the restriction on the predicate (Section 2.1.3), the
tense-marking on the clefted PP (Section 2.1.4), the multiple occurrence of locatives
and PPs (Section 2.1.5), binding (Section 2.1.6), and discontinuous phrases
(Section 2.1.7) are troublesome for the pseudo-cleft analysis, but can be easily
accommodated in the clausal complement analysis.

2.1.1 Placement of the negation tsy and pre-predicate particles

That there is a predicate before the focus particle no is evident from placement of the
negation tsy and the pre-predicate adverb toa ‘seem’.

The negation tsy and the pre-predicate adverb toa ‘seem’ generally precede the
predicate or VP:

(14) a. Tsy mpianatra Rasoa. 
 not student 
 Rasoa is not a student.

b. Toa nanoroka an-dRakoto Rasoa.
 seem kissed.AC T ACC 

Rasoa seems to have kissed Rakoto.

Thus, the fact that these also precede the clefted phrase (Paul 2001:713–714)
would follow if there is a predicate or VP before the focus particle no:

(15) a. Tsy Rasoa no tsy nanoroka an-dRakoto.
 not FOC not  kissed.AC T ACC 

It’s not Rasoa who did not kiss Rakoto.  

b. Toa Rasoa no nanoroka an-dRakoto.
 seem  FOC kissed.AC T ACC 

It seems to be Rasoa who kissed Rakoto.
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The facts in (15), especially that in (15a) with two negations, show clearly that the
cleft construction is bi-clausal (see Potsdam 2004 and Law 2005).

Placement of the negation tsy and the pre-predicate adverb toa ‘seem’ is un-
problematic for both the pseudo-cleft and the clausal complement analysis according to
which there is a predicate or VP before the focus particle no. In the pseudo-cleft structure
in (6b), these can left-adjoin to the XP predicate. In the clausal complement structure in
(9), they can left-adjoin to the VP headed by the empty verb BE, just like in (14).

2.1.2 Placement of post-predicate adverbs and extraposition

The post-predicate adverbs daholo ‘all’ and foana ‘always’ generally occur just
before the trigger (Keenan 1995; Rackowski 1998; Potsdam 2004:248–249), not
after it or before the predicate. The same is largely true of the polar question particle
ve, although some speakers allow ve to appear at the end and none permit it in pre-
predicate position:

(16) a. (*Daholo) nihinana vary (daholo) ny vahiny (*daholo).
all ate.ACT rice all DET guest all 

(All) the guests ate rice.

b. (*Foana) mihomehy (foana) Rasoa (*foana).
always laugh.ACT  always always
Rasoa always laughs.

c. Nanoroka an-dRakoto ve Rasoa? 
kissed.AC T ACC Q

Did Rasoa kiss Rakoto?

These post-predicate adverbs and the polar question particle ve may appear before
the focus particle no; but it must occur after the clefted phrase:

(17) a. (*Daholo) ny vahiny (daholo) no nihinana vary (*daholo).
all DET guest all FOC ate.ACT  rice all

It is (all) the guests who ate rice.

b. (*Foana) ny zaza (foana) no mihomehy (foana).
always DET child always FOC laugh.ACT always

It is (always) the child who laughs.

c. Rasoa ve no nanoroka an-dRakoto? 
Q FOC kissed.ACT ACC

Is it Rasoa who kissed Rakoto?
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As the adverb daholo ‘all’ cannot appear after the trigger – in fact, it does not even
form a syntactic constituent with the trigger it is related to when it occurs just before
it as in (16) (Keenan 1995:178–179) – it is impossible to derive (17a) by fronting the
trigger and the adverb.7 The same can be said of the adverb foana ‘always’. The
occurrence of these adverbs and ve before the focus particle no in (17) is just what
we might expect if there is a predicate or VP before no, but not if the clefted phrase
is in SpecCP (Sabel 2001).

In the pseudo-cleft analysis, the clefted phrase is the predicate. If the adverbs
daholo and foana are right-adjoined to the predicate in (16), then they can be right-
adjoined to XP predicate in the pseudo-cleft structure in (6b) deriving the correct
word-order.

For the clausal complement analysis, however, the no-phrase is base-generated
in the complement position in the VP headed by the empty copula BE. The no-phrase
must therefore be moved out of the VP in order to be to the right of a VP-adverb:8

(18) a.   IP (cf. (17a)) b. IP (cf. (17b))

 IP  FPj IP FPj

VP no nihinana vary ti VP no mihomehy ti

VP daholo   VP foana 

DPi V′ DPi  V′

 ny vahiny   V tj ny zaza  V tj

 BE BE

In (18), the trigger moves to the matrix SpecVP when the FP is still in its base-position
in the VP. FP subsequently extraposes to the right deriving the correct word-order.

8If some version of Chomsky’s (1981) Extended Projection Principle (EPP) is correct, then there may be a
phonetically empty expletive in the SpecIP of the matrix clause in (18) and (19). I thank an anonymous
reviewer for raising this point. For simplicity, I leave out this detail, as it is not particularly relevant to our
concerns here.

7As Potsdam (2006a:2165) observes, it is not clear why the adverb daholo ‘all’ cannot appear at the end in
(17a), for it can conceivably be in the same pre-trigger position in the no-phrase (cf. (16a)).

The grammaticality of (17a) with daholo at the end is significantly improved, however, if the adverb
omaly ‘yesterday’ follows it. It is not clear why that should be. My language consultants also find the
adverb foana ‘always’ at the end in (17b) to be slightly odd, although it is by no means as bad as daholo at
the end as in (17a). The oddity is much alleviated if an adverb like isan-andro ‘everyday’ follows it, again,
for reasons that are unclear.
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The clausal complement structure in (9b) allows for the possibility that the matrix
clause has its own adverbials. Thus, when the matrix clause has a temporal adverb,
for instance, rightward extraposition of FP would give rise to a structure in which FP
ends up to the right of the matrix adverb:

(19) ?   IP

 IP  FPj

IP omaly   no tonga ti
yesterday FOC arrived 

VP

DPi V′

 Rabe   V tj

 BE  

It was Rabe yesterday that arrived.

Nevertheless, we might wonder whether rightward extraposition of the sort in (18)–
(19) is a complication of the clausal complement analysis or part of a general pattern
observed elsewhere, and what consequences may follow from such extraposition.

Independent facts show that extraposition of clausal complements in Malagasy is
quite general. As complements to verbs are generally base-generated internal to VP,
the grammatical contrast in (20) shows that clausal complements must move out of
the VP to a position to the right of the trigger (Keenan 1976:276):9

(20) a. *Mihevitra [CP fa mitady ny zaza Rasoa] Rabe.
 think.ACT that look for.ACT DET child 

Rabe thinks that Rasoa is looking for the child.

b. Mihevitra tj Rabe [CP fa mitady ny zaza Rasoa]j

 think.ACT  that look for.ACT DET child 
Rabe thinks that Rasoa is looking for the child.

9It is tempting to assimilate the focus particle no to the complementizer fa, for the extraposition of the FP
in (18)–(19) would then just be the same as that of the complement clause with fa in (20b).

The problem with this view is that fa and no do not alternate; substituting fa for no or no for fa would
result in ungrammaticality. A reviewer suggests that it may still be that the no-phrase is a CP specifically
selected by the empty verb BE, much like a verb like believe specifically selects a finite non-interrogative
CP (or a non-finite non-interrogative CP without for). While such a possibility cannot be ruled out,
independent evidence for the no-phrase being a CP is hard to come by. The selection by believe of a
specific clausal complement is attributable to its inherent semantics. The matrix subject of believe believes
a proposition and not a question to be true; it therefore does not take an interrogative complement. I do not
see how the selection of the no-phrase by BE as a CP can be determined on semantic grounds.

Should no turn out not to be of the same category as fa, then one might ask, as a reviewer does, why FP
should pattern like CPs in undergoing obligatory extraposition. One way of capturing the similarity between
CPs and FP is to say that projections whose heads take an IP-complement extrapose (see also note 10).
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If clause structure in Malagasy is as in (21) where the trigger appears in the right-
occurring SpecIP (cf. the position of the no-phrase the structure in (6b)), then it must
be that the clausal complement is right-adjoined to the root clause so that it ends up
occurring after the trigger (see Guilefoyle et al. 1992, Pearson 2005a for different
views of the clausal structure of Malagasy):10

(21) IP (=(20b))

IP CPj

I′ DP fa mitady ny zaza Rasoa 

I VP Rabe 

 mihevitra tj

Binding and extraction facts show that the extraposed clausal complement behaves
as if it is in its base-position. An R-expression in the extraposed clause cannot be
coreferential with the matrix trigger, but a pronoun can be bound by the matrix

10A reviewer correctly points out that complement clauses without an overt complementizer do not
extrapose (see also Pearson 2002:244):

(i) a. Mikasa [ hanasa lamba amin’ ny savony ] Rasoa.
intend.ACT wash.AC T clothes P DET soap
Rasoa intends to wash clothes with soap.

b. *Mikasa ti Rasoa [ hanasa lamba amin’ny savony ]i

However, it is far from obvious that the bracketed constituent in (ia) is a (full) clause like IP or CP.
Although the verb hanasa ‘wash’ can independently be used in a matrix sentence with an overt Agent, it is
not possible for an overt Agent to appear in the bracketed constituent in (ia), not even an overt pronoun
coreferential with the matrix argument. The exclusion of an overt Agent argument of hanasa ‘wash’ would
follow if the bracketed constituent is a VP (Keenan 1976:281). The ungrammaticality of (ib) follows too,
as VPs do not extrapose.

I have no insight to offer for the reviewer’s question as to why clausal complements with overt
complementizers must extrapose. This seems to be a general problem, holding of Germanic languages as
well. As is well-known, clausal complements in Germanic must appear at the end.
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quantifier. In both cases, the matrix argument does not c-command the expression
with which it is coreferential or which it binds:

(22) a. Nilaza tj izyi [CP fa nahandro trondro Rabek ]j (*i=k)
said.ACT 3S that cooked.ACT  fish
He said that Rabe cooked fish.

b. Nilaza tj ny vehivavy rehetrai [CP fa nahandro trondro izyk ]j (ok i=k)
said.ACT  the woman all that cooked.ACT  fish 3S

Every woman said that she cooked fish.

The coreference and binding facts in (22) can be accounted for if clausal extra-
position takes place at PF, i.e., after syntactic binding principles (Chomsky 1981)
have already applied.

Extraction facts too show that clausal extraposition takes place at PF. As is well-
known, the trigger in an extraposed clause may be relativized, showing again that
clausal extraposition has no syntactic effect:

(23) Ny vehivavy [CP Oi [ izay [IP [IP [VP nolazain-dRabe tj ]] [CP fa nahandro 
DET woman that said.PASS that cooked.ACT

trondro ti ]j ]]] 
fish
The woman that Rabe said cooked fish.

Given Huang’s (1982) CED, it must be that the empty operator in (23) is moved
when the clausal complement is still in its base-position inside the VP. The surface
position of the clausal complement must then be the result of PF extraposition of the
clause, the same operation that puts the clausal complement in (20b) and (22) to the
right of the trigger.

In fact, clausal extraposition in English shows the same binding and extraction
properties. An R-expression in the extraposed clause cannot be bound by a matrix
argument, while a pronoun may:

(24) a. [IP [IP I [VP told himi tj ]] yesterday ] [CP that Johni should hand in the homework ]j

b. [IP [IP I [VP told every studenti tj ]] yesterday ]

 [CP that hei should hand in the homework ]j

c. The man [CP Oi [ that [IP [IP John [VP said tj ]] yesterday ] [CP that Mary kissed ti ]j

Extraction too is possible out of the extraposed clause. Malagasy thus does not differ
from English with respect to principles of binding and extraction out of an
extraposed clause.

Given the independent extraposition facts in (20) and (22), extraposition of FP in
(18)–(19) is just part of the same pattern. Not only does movement of the trigger to
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the cleft position out of the FP in (18) and (19) incur no CED violation, very much
like movement of the empty operator in (23) and (24c), binding in (25) too is very
much on a par with that in (22) and (24a,b), even though the clefted phrase in its
surface position does not c-command anything in the extraposed FP:

(25) a.   IP b. IP

 IP  FPj  IP  FPj

VP   no  nanampy an-dRakotok ti VP no nanampy tenak ti

FOC helped.ACT ACC FOC helped.ACT  self

DPi V′ DPi  V′

izyi   V tj  Rabei V tj

 3S

 BE BE

It is him who helped Rakoto.  (*i=k) It is Rabe who helped himself. (i=k)

Coreference in (25a) is excluded, since it violates binding principle C, the R-
expression Rakoto being c-commanded by a coreferential pronoun before it is moved
to the cleft position. Similarly, binding principle A is satisfied in (25b) since the
reflexive is bound by the R-expression before it is moved to the cleft position.11

As FP is extraposed adjoining to the root clause, we would expect the polar
question particle ve, which generally appears just before the trigger (see (16c)), most
probably right-adjoined to the VP much like the post-predicate adverbs daholo ‘all’
and foana ‘always’ in the structure in (18), to appear to the left of the extraposed
clause that is adjoined to the root clause, for ve can be right-adjoined to the matrix
VP. The expectation is indeed borne out:

(26) a. Rasoa ve no nanoroka an-dRakoto? (=(17c))
Q FOC kissed.AC T ACC

Is it Rasoa who kissed Rakoto?

b. Nilaza ve izy fa nahandro trondro Rabe? (cf. (21))
said.ACT Q 3S that cooked.ACT  fish
Did he say that Rabe cooked fish?

11The binding facts in (25) are also consistent with the pseudo-cleft structure in (6b) where the empty
operator in the no-phrase related to the clefted phrase c-commands the R-expression and the reflexive in
the no-phrase. Coreference with the R-expression in (25a) induces a principle C violation, and that with
the reflexive in (25b) satisfies principle A of binding theory. Binding into PPs cannot be analyzed in this
way, however (see Section 2.1.6).
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The polar question particle ve in (26a) is thus in the same position as that in (26b)
where a clausal complement is also right-extraposed adjoining to the root clause.

Placement of post-predicate adverbs in the cleft construction is thus consistent
with both the pseudo-cleft and the clausal complement analysis. In the pseudo-cleft
structure in (6b), the post-predicate adverbs right-adjoin to the clefted phrase, the XP
predicate. In the clausal complement structure in (9), they right-adjoin to the matrix
VP with the clefted phrase in SpecVP, and the no-phrase is extraposed at PF
adjoining to the root clause, as part of the same pattern observed elsewhere.

2.1.3 Restriction on the predicate

Evidence for the clefted phrase not being a predicate comes from restrictions on the
predicate.

Adjectives and nominals can generally appear as complements to the copula be in
English, but DPs headed by strong quantifiers like all and most cannot (Keenan 1987):

(27) a. All the boys are intelligent.

b. Most students are boys. 

(28) a. * (The) students are all the boys.

b. * (The) students are most boys. 

The same is true of Malagasy. Adjectives and nominals can occur in predicate
position, but strong quantifiers like ankabetsahana ‘most’ and rehetra ‘all’ cannot:

(29) a. Misaina [  ny mpianatra rehetra ] 
 intelligent DET student all 

All the students are intelligent.

b. Zazalahy [  ny ankabetsahan’ny mpianatra ]
 boy DET most DET student

Most students are boys.

(30) a. *[ (Ny) zazalahy rehetra ] ny mpianatra. 
DET boy all  DET student 

The students are all the boys.  

b. *[ (Ny) ankabetsahan’ny zazalahy ] ny mpianatra.
DET most   DET boy  DET student 

The students are most boys.
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From the perspective of the examples in (30), it is of special interest that strong
quantifiers can appear in the cleft position without any problem:12

(31) a. [ (Ny) ankabetsahan’ny zazalahy ] no mpianatra/faly.
DET most DET boy FOC student/happy

Most boys are students/happy.

b. [ (Ny) zazalahy rehetra ] no mpianatra/faly.
DET boy all FOC student/happy 

All the boys are students/happy.

In fact, the grammatical contrasts in (32) (Paul 2001:714, note 6) and (33) show that
DPs with the determiner ny may not occur in predicate position:

(32) a. Ny mpianatra no mamaky teny.
DET student FOC read.ACT  word
It’s the students who are reading.

b. *Ny mpianatra i Ketaka. 
 DET student 
Ketaka is the student.

(33) a. (*Ny) prezida Rabe.
DET president

Rabe is the president.

b. [ (*Ny) tantsaha (izay) manan-karena indrindra ] Rabe.
DET farmer that have-wealth most

Rabe is the wealthiest farmer.

If the clefted phrases in (31) and (32a) are the predicates in the same position as that
in (33), then it would be quite mysterious why the former should differ from the

12As the examples in (29) are ungrammatical without the determiner ny, the issue that arises, observes a
reviewer, is what the sources are for the examples in (31) without the determiner ny.

This issue is related to how DPs without the determiner ny, e.g., vary ‘rice’ in (17), are to be analyzed
and how the requirement of ny is to be stated. Suppose DPs without ny are headed by an empty
determiner, and the description of the restriction on the trigger argument in the postverbal trigger position
is that it cannot be headed by an empty determiner (Law 2006). Along these lines, the fronted trigger
argument in non-trigger position in (31) is not required to have the determiner ny, just like other arguments
in non-trigger positions are not.
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latter as well as those in (30) in not being subject to the constraint that strong
quantifiers may not occur in predicate position.

A similar problem arises with PPs headed by the preposition amina. They may
appear in the cleft position, but may not predicate of DPs headed by the determiner ny:

(34) a. Amin’ ny zaza no milalao ny vehivavy.

P DET child FOC play.ACT DET woman 

It’s  with the children that the women are playing.

b. *Amin’ ny zaza ny vehivavy (milalao).
P DET child FOC woman play.ACT

The women (that are playing) are with the children.

Again, there is no reason for the grammatical contrast in (34) if the clefted phrase is
the predicate.

The examples in (31), (32a) and (34a) are unproblematic for the clausal
complement analysis. The clefted phrase is not the predicate but is fronted from
some position in the no-phrase to the Spec of a VP headed by BE in the matrix
clause. The derivation with fronting is in principle not an option in the pseudo-cleft
analysis, as it would involve movement out of a relative clause in the no-phrase.

2.1.4 Tense-marking on PPs

Facts regarding tense-marking on the locative and PPs are problematic for the
pseudo-cleft analysis, but not for the clausal complement analysis.

In Malagasy, a locative and the preposition amina is generally prefixed with a
morpheme t- if and only if it occurs in a past tense clause (Keenan and Polinsky
1998:566–567; Pearson 2000, 2005b; Sabel 2002b):

(35) a. Nahandro trondro *(t)-ao an-dakozia Rabe.
cooked.ACT  fish PAST-there ACC-kitchen 
Rabe cooked fish in the kitchen.

b. Mahandro trondro (*t)-ao an-dakozia Rabe.
cook. ACT fish PAST-there ACC-kitchen 
Rabe is cooking fish in the kitchen.
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(36) a. Nahandro trondro  *(t)-amin’ ity vilany ity Rabe.
cooked.ACT  fish PAST-P this pot this

Rabe cooked fish with this pot.

b. Mahandro trondro (*t)-amin’ ity vilany ity Rabe.
cook.ACT  fish PAST-P this pot this 

Rabe is cooking fish with this pot. 

Tense-marking on a locative outside a relative clause is independent of the tense
of the relative clause:

(37) a. Ao an-dakozia ny seza (izay) nipetrahan-dRabe.

there ACC-kitchen DET chair that sat.CIRC

The chair which Rabe sat on isin the kitchen.

b. T-ao an-dakozia ny seza (izay) nipetrahan-dRabe.

PAST-there ACC-kitchen DET chair  that sat.CIRC

The chair which Rabe sat on was in the kitchen.

The tense (in the relative clause) in the DP is past in both (37a) and (37b), but the
locative outside the DP may either be past or present.

If the no-phrase is indeed a DP, then we would expect a locative in the cleft
position outside it to have the same independent tense-marking. The expectation is
not borne out. The past tense prefix t- must appear on the adverbial in (38a) where
the predicate is in the past tense:

(38) a. *(T-)ao an-dakoziai no nipetrahan-dRabe ti ity seza ity.
PAST-there ACC-kitchen FOC sat.CIRC this this chair this
It was in the kitchen that Rabe sat on this chair.

b. Nipetrahan-dRabe *(t-)ao an-dakozia ity seza ity.
 sat.CIRC PAST-there ACC-kitchen this chair this

Rabe sat on this chair in the kitchen.

The obligatory presence of the past tense morpheme t- in (38a) is just the same as
that in (38b). In the clausal complement analysis, the clefted PP in (38a) must be
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marked with the prefix t-, since it originates in a past tense clause in the no-phrase
in (38b).

A reviewer argues that the grammatical contrasts in (38) may, in the pseudo-cleft
analysis, be due to connectivity effects (see Higgins 1979 and also Section 2.1.6).
Recall that in this analysis, in the no-phrase, a relative clause, there is an empty
operator related to the clefted phrase. The prefix t- is required in (38a) since the
clefted phrase is related to the empty operator in the no-phrase that is in the past
tense.

The problem with this explanation is that it is generally impossible to relativize a
locative with the active form of the verb, (37a) (see also note 13):

(39) a. *Ny toerana (izay) nahandro trondro ny vehivavy.

DET place that cooked.ACT fish DET woman 

The place where the woman cooked fish.

b. Ny toerana (izay) nandrahoiní ny vehivavy trondro.

DET place that cooked.CIRC DET woman fish

The place where the woman cooked fish.

The contrast in (39) surely calls for an explanation, but there is clearly no
independent justification for the locative being relativized with the active form of the
verb in the no-phrase in (38a).

A fronting derivation for the example in (38a) is in principle not available in the
pseudo-cleft analysis, however, as movement of the locative out of the relative
clause in the no-phrase, a syntactic island, would incur a CED violation.

2.1.5 Multiple adverbials

Generally only one adverbial of a particular type is allowed in a clause:

(40) a. Nahandro trondro t-ao an-dakozia (*t-ao an-tokotany)
cooked.ACT  fish PAST-there ACC-kitchen PAST-there ACC-yard
ny vehivavy.
DET woman 
The woman cooked fish in the kitchen (in the courtyard).

b. Nilalao niaraka amin-dRabe (*niaraka amin-dRasoa) ny zaza.
played.ACT  together P Ptogether DET child 
The child played with Rabe (with Rasoa).
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Two adverbials of a particular type are possible if they appear in different clauses.
For instance, it is possible for one of them to occur in a relative clause and the other
in the matrix clause:

The cleft construction allows only one locative or adverbial of a particular type,
patterning like (40) rather than like (41):13

(42) a. T-ao an-tokotany no nahandro trondro (*t-ao an-dakozia)
PAST-there ACC-yard FOC cooked.ACT  fish PAST-there ACC-kitchen
ny vehivavy.
DET woman 
It is in the courtyard that the woman cooked fish in the kitchen.

b. Miaraka amin-dRasoa no nilalao (*miaraka amin-dRabe) ny zaza.
together P FOC played.ACT  together P DET child
It is together with Rasoa that the child played together with Rabe.

It is unclear how the exclusion of the adverbials in (42) is to be accounted for in the
pseudo-cleft analysis. There is no reason why two adverbials of the same type, one
inside and one outside the relative clause, are possible in (41), but not in (42), if the
no-phrase is a headless relative clause.

13A reviewer suggests that the obligatory past-tense marking in (38a) as well as the exclusion of the
adverbial in the no-phrase (42) may follow from taking the no-phrase to be an event nominal (cf. English
the event of Rabe sitting on this chair was/*is in the kitchen and *the event of the woman cooking in the
kitchen was in the courtyard). This explanation is not available, however, if the no-phrase, on independent
grounds, cannot be an event nominal (Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4).

The reviewer also remarks that relativization patterns in no-clauses (according to the pseudocleft
analysis) differ from those in headed relative clauses. But we might then wonder what independent
evidence there is for relativization in no-clauses.

(41) a. T-ao an-tokotany ny vehivavy nahandro trondro
PAST-there ACC-yard DET woman cooked.ACT  fish
t-ao an-dakozia.
PAST-there ACC-kitchen 
The woman who cooked fish in the kitchen was in the courtyard.

b. Niaraka amin-dRasoa ny zaza nilalao niaraka amin-Rabe.
together P DET child played.ACT  together P

The child who played together with Rabe was together with Rasoa.
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A reviewer points out that the English pseudo-cleft example in (43) sounds just as
bizarre as (42a), suggesting that whatever is responsible for the ill-formedness of
(43) may be easily carried over to (42a):

(43) #In the courtyard was where the woman cooked fish in the kitchen.

The reviewer also suggests that (43) and (42a) might be interpreted as a sort of
connectivity effect (see Higgins 1979, also Section 2.1.6). Since the clefted phrase is
interpreted as a locative expression, the operator-variable chain in the no-phrase to
which it is linked must also be interpreted as locative. The fact that the operator-
variable chain is of the locative ‘type’ is what prevents a second locative adverbial
from occurring within the no-phrase.

The point is well-taken and the suggestion is reasonable as well as appropriate for
the English example in (43). But the problem is that there is no reason to suppose
that the no-phrase in (42a) is a headless relative clause with the locative relativized.
As we see in (39), it is generally impossible to relativize a locative with the active
form of the verb. (44) is impossible with or without the locative adverbial in the
relative clause:

(44) *Ny toerana (izay) nahandro trondro (t-ao an-dakozia) ny vehivavy.
DET place that cooked.ACT  fish PAST-there ACC-kitchen DET woman
The place where the woman cooked fish (in the kitchen).

Like (38a), there is simply no independent evidence for relativization with an empty
operator in (42a).

The difference between (41) and (42) is readily understandable in the clausal
complement analysis in which the clefted phrase originates in a position in the
no-phrase. The adverbials in the no-phrase in (42) are excluded, for they cannot
co-occur with the clefted adverbial whose origin is in the no-phrase (cf. (40)). This
explanation is not available in the pseudo-cleft analysis, since it would involve
movement of a phrase out of a relative clause, a syntactic island, violating
the CED.

2.1.6 Binding into PPs and connectivity effects

In the pseudo-cleft structure in (6b), the clefted phrase is base-generated outside the
no-phrase. We would thus expect there to be no binding relationship between a
phrase in the no-phrase and the clefted phrase, as the former does not c-command
the latter. The prediction is not borne out.
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Binding principles (Chomsky 1981) work exactly the same way in the cleft
construction as in a non-cleft sentence. A reflexive in a clefted PP can be bound by a
phrase in the no-phrase, just like when the PP is in its base-position, but a pronoun
or an R-expression cannot:

(45) a. Niresaka t-amin’ ny tenanyj izyi.     (i=j)
talked.ACT PAST-P DET body.3 3SG

He  talked with himself.

b. T-amin’ ny tenanyj no niresaka izyi.    (i=j)
PAST-P DET body.3 FOC talked.ACT 3SG

It’s  with himself that he talked.

(46) a. Niresaka t-aminyj izyi.       (* i=j) 
talked.ACT PAST-P.3 3SG

He  talked with him.

b. T-aminyj no niresaka izyi.      (*i=j) 
PAST-P.3SG FOC talked.ACT 3SG

It’s  with him that he talked.

(47) a. Niresaka t-amin-dRabej izyi.      (*i=j )
talked.ACT PAST-P 3SG

He  talked with Rabe.

b. T-amin-dRabej no niresaka izyi. (*i=j )
PAST-P FOC talked.ACT 3SG

It’s  with Rabe that he talked.

Similarly, a phrase in the no-phrase may bind a pronominal variable in the clefted
PP, just like when the PP is in its base-position:

(48) a. Nilalao t-amin’ ny mamanyi ny zaza rehetraj.  (i=j)
played.ACT PAST-P DET mother.3SG DET child all 
Every child played with his mother.

b. T-amin’ ny mamanyi no nilalao ny zaza rehetraj. (i=j)
PAST-P DET mother.3SG FOC played.ACT DET child all 
It’s with his mother that every child played.
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Binding into PPs is thus the same whether the PP is in its base-position or in the cleft
position.

In the pseudo-cleft analysis, there is no reason why the pairs in (45)–(47) should
exhibit the same binding property. Since the clefted PP is never part of the no-
phrase, nothing in the no-phrase c-commands the PP. We would then expect no
binding relation between them, contrary to facts. An anonymous reviewer argues
that the binding facts in (45)–(47) may well be due to the connectivity effect
(Higgins 1979; Declerck 1988; Heycock and Kroch 1999; den Dikken et al. 2000)
very much like in English:

(49) a. The one who Johni talked with is himselfi.

b. The one who Johni talked with is him*i. 

c. The one who hei talked with is John*i. 

The point is well-taken. But the English examples in (49) are not really comparable
to those in (45)–(47). In (49), the reflexive is in predicate position, while in (45)–
(47) the reflexive is in a PP that is the predicate, in the pseudo-cleft analysis.

The English examples in (50) are comparable to those in (45)–(47), and are just as
ungrammatical:

(50) a. *The one who John talked is with himself.

b. *The one who John talked is with him. 

c. *The one who he talked is with John. 

The ungrammaticality of (50) shows that there is no connectivity effect with non-
locative PPs, i.e., these cannot be understood to be related to the predicate in the
relative clause.14

14A reviewer argues that there are some connectivity effects with locative PPs:

(i) Wherei John put the books is near himselfi.

The difference between locative PPs and non-locative PPs is that the former may be relativized with an
empty operator but the latter may not:

(ii) a. The place [ Oi [ John put the books ti ]]

b. *The person [ Oi [ John talked ti ]]

The reviewer is quite right that as the subject DPs in (50) are already independently impossible, just like
the DP in (iib), these examples are therefore ungrammatical regardless of the connectivity issues. There
nevertheless remains the issue of why the contrast in (ii) should hold, i.e., why there is no empty operator
for non-locative PPs.

In the light of (iib), the ungrammaticality of the examples in (51) comes as no surprise. Moreover,
given that (51) are impossible, there is no reason to suppose that the no-phrases in the b-examples in (45)–
(48) are headless relative clauses.
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Moreover, there is no reason to suppose that the no-phrase in the b-examples in
(45)–(48) is a DP with a phonetically empty head noun and a relative clause
containing an empty operator, since comparable DPs with overt head nouns are
impossible:

(51) a. *Ny olona (izay) niresaka izy. (=(45b))
DET person that talked.ACT 3SG

The person who he talked.

b. *Ny olona (izay) nilalao ny zaza rehetra. (=(48b))
DET person that played.ACT DET child all 

The person who every child played.

Thus, the problem that these examples pose for the pseudo-cleft analysis is not only
that binding of the reflexive or pronoun in these examples cannot be established by
co-indexing it with the empty operator, but also that there is no independent
evidence for the no-phrases in these cases being DPs.

In the clausal complement analysis, the clefted PP is fronted from a position in the
no-phrase. Binding of a reflexive, pronoun or coreference with an R-expression in
the clefted PP is possible just in case binding of the same is possible when the PP is
in its base-position. This explanation is not available in the pseudo-cleft analysis, for,
again, it would involve movement out of a relative clause, a syntactic island.

2.1.7 Discontinuous phrases

Potsdam (2006a:2171ff) argues that certain facts concerning split or discontinuous
phrases, originally due to Joachim Sabel, are evidence that the constituent occurring
before the focus particle no is the predicate.

A PP with the preposition amina may appear either with the wh-phrase before
the focus particle no or at the end of the sentence (the potentially discontinuous
phrases are underlined), regardless of the clefted phrase being wh-phrases or
non-wh-phrases:

(52) a. Iza t-amin’ ireo boky ireo no novakin-dRabe?
  which PAST-P these book these FOC read.PASS 

 
Which of these books were read by Rabe?  

b. Iza no novakin-dRabe t-amin’ ireo boky ireo? 
  which FOC read.PASS PAST-P these book these

Which of these books were read by Rabe?  
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(53) a. Dimy t-amin’ ireo boky ireo no novakin-dRabe.

 five PAST-P these book these FOC read.PASS 

Five of these books Rabe read.

b. Dimy no novakin-dRabe t-amin’ ireo boky ireo.

 five FOC read.PASS PAST-P these book these

Five of these books Rabe read.

Malagasy thus contrasts sharply with English in allowing a PP to be separated
from the clefted phrase it is related to (cf. English *It’s five that John read of these
books).

The pairs in (52)–(53) can be related by rightward extraposition. That is, the PP
forms a syntactic constituent with the clefted phrase in the (a)-examples, and the (b)-
examples are derived by rightward movement of the PP to the end of the sentence.

In sharp contrast, a PP modifying a postverbal argument may not appear at the end
of the sentence, regardless of whether the argument is the trigger or a non-trigger:

(54) a. Namaky dimy t-amin’ ireo boky ireo Rabe.
 read.ACT  five PAST-P these book these 

Rabe read five of these books.

b. *Namaky dimy Rabe t-amin’ ireo boky ireo.
 read.ACT  five PAST-P these book these

Rabe read five of these books.

(55) a. Novakin-dRabe ny maro t-amin’ ireo boky ireo omaly.
 read.PASS DET many PAST-P these book these yesterday

Many of these books were read by Rabe yesterday.

b. *Novakin-dRabe ny maro omaly t-amin’ ireo boky ireo.
 read.PASS DET many yesterday PAST-P these book these

Many of these books were read by Rabe yesterday.

Since non-triggers may not be extracted, given the TRE, it is perhaps not too
surprising that a PP may not move away from them. The ungrammaticality of the
example in (54b) is therefore what we may expect. From this perspective, it is
somewhat unclear why the PP in (55b) may not be extraposed to the end of the
sentence, as the trigger may be moved.

In the pseudo-cleft analysis, the clefted phrase before the focus particle no is
the predicate. The grammatical contrast in (54)–(55) and the lack thereof in (52)–
(53) can be attributed to the descriptive generalization in (56) (Potsdam
2006a:2172):
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(56) Malagasy extraposition

Extraposition of an XP to clause-final position is allowed only for immediate

dependents of the lexical predicate.

As the clefted phrase is the predicate, PP-extraposition in (52b) and (53b) conforms
to (56) but that in (54b) and (55b) does not.

The non-cleft examples in (57) seemingly are independent evidence that PPs may
be extraposed from the predicate:

(57) a. Hanao izany (noho izaho) Rasoa (noho izaho).
 do.ACT that because of me because of me

Rasoa will do that because of me

b. Namaky boky (androany) ny mpianatra (androany).
 read.ACT  book today DET student today 

The student read a book today.

c. Fahatelo (t-amin’ ireo mpianatra ireo) i Be (t-amin’ ireo mpianatra ireo).
 third PAST-P these student these PAST-P   these student these

Be was third among these students.

Putting aside the question of why it should hold, (56) correctly describes the facts in
(52)–(55) and (57). In the pseudo-cleft analysis, the structural relation between the
discontinuous phrases can be schematically represented as in (58), where XP is the
clefted phrase and the DP is the no-phrase:

(58) may be taken to represent declarative sentences as well, with XP being the VP and
the DP the subject (here called trigger). If Potsdam’s arguments are correct, then it

(58)   IP

IP PPi

I′ DP

I XP no ...  

XP ti 
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would imply that the pseudo-cleft analysis thus affords a uniform treatment for split or
discontinuous phrases in both clefts and declarative sentences, and also that the clausal
complement analysis in which the clefted phrase is not the predicate cannot be correct.

However, I argue that when more data on non-clefts are considered, the facts in
(52)–(55) are not evidence that the clefted phrase is the predicate. First, the descrip-
tive generalization in (56) is not sufficiently general, insofar as a PP may also be
related to a non-contiguous non-predicate. Second, to the extent it can be shown that
the PP at the end of the sentence in (52b) and (53b) is not extraposed from the clefted
phrase but is in fact inside the no-phrase, these facts shed little light on the issue of
whether the clefted phrase is the predicate. I now elaborate on these two points.

Quite generally, PPs and the non-trigger arguments they are related to need not be
contiguous. The two may be separated by a right-adjoined VP-adverb (the intervenor
is in bold):

(59) a. Mamaky dimy amin’ ireo boky ireo foana Rabe.
 read.ACT  five P these book these always

Rabe always reads five of these books.

b. Mamaky dimy foana amin’ ireo boky ireo Rabe.
 read.ACT  five always P these book these 

Rabe always reads five of these books.

(60) a. Tsy mamaky dimy amin’ ireo boky ireo intsony i Rabe.
 not read.ACT  five P these book these any longer

Rabe does not read five of these books any longer.

b. Tsy mamaky dimy intsony amin’ ireo boky ireo i Rabe.
 not read.ACT  five any longer P these book these

Rabe does not read five of these books any longer.

The configuration for discontinuous phrases can thus be schematically represented
as in (61):

In fact, the clefted phrase and a PP, both before the focus particle no, can also be
separated by a VP-adverb, providing additional evidence for there being a VP (or a
predicate) outside the no-phrase:

(61)  VP

VP PP

DP Adv 
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(62) a. Rabe foana t-amin’ ireo mpianatra ireo no namaky boky.
always PAST-P these student these FOC read.ACT  book

It’s Rabe among these students who always read books.

b. tsy Rabe intsony amin’ ireo mpianatra ireo no namaky boky.
 not any longer P these student these FOC read.ACT  book

It is not Rabe among these students any longer who always read books.

As a PP generally may be related to a non-contiguous predicate (see (57)) or non-
predicate (see (59)–(60), also (i) of note 17), the facts in (52b) and (53b) are at best
equivocal with respect to the issue of whether the clefted phrase is the predicate.
Significantly, the descriptive generalization in (56) does not cover cases like (59)–
(60) (also (i) of note 17).15

It is far from obvious that the PP at the end of the sentence in (52b)–(53b) is
extraposed from the clefted phrase. In fact, evidence from the position of the PP
relative to adverbs and the trigger in the no-phrase as well as binding show that the
PP may lie inside the no-phrase. In (63) the PP related to the clefted phrase is to the
left of an adverb lying inside the no-phrase:

(63) Dimy [ no novakinyj [  t-amin’ ny bokin-dRabek ] omaly  ] (*j=k)
five  FOC read.PASS.3SG  PAST-P DET book yesterday 
It is five of Rabe’s books that he read yesterday.

If the PP were extraposed from the clefted phrase, then it could only land in a
position outside the no-phrase. There is no way to extrapose the PP from the clefted
phrase so that it ends up to the left of an adverb that is part of the no-phrase,
movement to a non-c-commanding position being impossible. The coreference facts
in (63) would follow directly if the PP in fact lies inside the no-phrase. Principle C of
binding theory (Chomsky 1981) excludes coreference in (63), as the proper name is
c-commanded by the pronoun.

The surface form in (63) can be straightforwardly derived by fronting the clefted
phrase. In the configuration in (61) a VP-internal argument in its base-position and a
PP related to it may be separated by a VP-adverb, i.e., the two need not form one
syntactic constituent. It is therefore a simple matter to derive (63) by fronting the
VP-internal argument via the trigger position (when the morphology on the verb
corresponds to it being the trigger).

15For reason of space, I will not pursue here the issue why (54b) and (55b) are excluded, the issue here
being (56).
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Potsdam (2006a:2173) gives two reasons against a PP-stranding analysis of the
sort in (63). According to him, the derivation in (64), comparable to that in (63), is
problematic, since what is moving is apparently a head moving to a specifier
position (the structure is original):16

(64) [CP Izai [C no [IP [VP novakin-dRabe [DP ti t-amin’ ireo boky ireo ]]]]]?
 which FOC read.PASS PAST-P these book these 
Which of these books did Rabe read?

Moreover, extraction of this sort stranding a PP does not seem to be observed
elsewhere.

Further data however call these objections into question. First, the movement in
(64) may well be phrasal, as in (65):

(65) a. Roa ka hatramin’ ny dimyi no novakin’dRabe ti

two and so to DET five FOC read.PASS

t-amin’ ireo boky ireo  omaly.
PAST-P these book these yesterday 
It’s between two and five among these books that Rabe read yesterday.

b. Dimy izai no novakin-dRabe ti t-amin’ ireo boky ireo omaly?
five which FOC read.PASS PAST-P these book these yesterday
Which five among these books did Rabe read yesterday?

Second, extraction of the sort in (64) is in fact observed elsewhere. In (66), the PP
tamin’ireo boky ireo ‘these books’ semantically related to the head noun boky ‘book’
of the relative clause occurs to the left of the temporal adverb omaly ‘yesterday’ and

16Potsdam discusses the structure in (64) in connection with Sabel’s (2001) proposal according to which
questions in Malagasy involve movement of the wh-phrase to SpecCP (see also note 3 and Sections 2.1.1
and 2.1.2). The issue whether iza ‘which’ in (64) undergoes head-movement or phrasal movement is still
relevant to the clausal complement analysis where the clefted phrase is fronted to the cleft position.
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hence is clearly inside the relative clause. It has the past tense prefix t- on the
preposition amina, the tense in the relative clause being past:

(66) a. Hiresaka momban’ [ ny boky dimy [ izay novakin-dRabe 
 talk.ACT  about DET book five that read.PASS

 t-amin’ ireo boky ireo omaly ]] isika rahampitso.
PAST-P these book these yesterday we tomorrow 
Tomorrow we will talk about the five books of these books Rabe read yesterday.

b. Hiresaka momban’ [ ny dimy [ izay novakin-dRabe 
 talk.ACT  about DET five that read.PASS

 t-amin’ ireo boky ireo omaly ]] isika rahampitso.
PAST-P these book these yesterday we tomorrow 
Tomorrow we will talk about five of these books that Rabe read yesterday.

If the syntactic structures of relative clauses involve an empty operator, then
examples (66) would respectively have the (simplified) structures in (67):

(67) a. ... [DP ny [[NP boky dimy ] [CP Oi [ izay [IP ... V ... ti ... tamin’ireo boky ireo omaly ]]]]]

b. ... [DP ny [[NP dimy ] [CP Oi [ izay [IP ... V ... ti ... tamin’ireo boky ireo omaly ]]]]]

In (67) the empty operator moves to SpecCP while the PP related to it is in the
relative clause, very much like the movement of the wh-phrase in (64). There is thus
no reason to suppose that the PP is extraposed from the head noun to end up inside
the relative clause. The PP in (66) clearly must be base-generated in its surface
position. If this is correct, the PP in (64) too can be so base-generated.

There are still some general issues regarding discontinuous phrases that I cannot
go into the detail about here, e.g., further empirical predictions of the structure in
(61), other kinds of discontinuous phrases, e.g., discontinuous PPs, dialectal
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variations as well as other syntactic contexts in which discontinuous phrases are
possible or impossible, e.g., the dia-topicalization construction.17 Nevertheless, the
descriptive generalization in (56) for the cleft sentences in (52)–(53) and the non-
cleft sentences in (57) is evidently not general enough to cover either the clefted

17Two adjunct PPs too may be separated by a VP-adverb. Two of my three language consultants accept
both word-orders in (i) whereas the third one consistently rejects discontinuous PPs:

(i ) a. Miafina ao amin’ ny fandriana kely amin’ ireo fandriana ireo foana ny saka.

  hide.AC T there P DET bed small P these bed these always DET cat 

The cat always hides in the small bed among these beds.

b. Miafina ao amin’ ny fandriana kely foana amin’ ireo fandriana ireo ny saka.

  hide.AC T there P DET bed small always P these bed these DET cat 

The cat always hides in the small bed among these beds.

Speaker judgment varies with respect to discontinuous adjunct wh-phrases. Potsdam’s (2006a:2173, 2175)
language consultants accept (iia) but not (iib):

(ii) a. Rahoviana no hivory isika amin’ ireo andro ireo? 
  when FOC meet.ACT we P these day these

Which of these days will we meet?

b. *Rahoviana no hivory amin’ ireo andro ireo isika?
  when FOC meet.ACT P these day these we

Which of these days will we meet?

Two of my three language consultants find no grammatical difference between them, while the third one
rejects both (iia) and (iib) on a par with (ib).

Potsdam (2006a:2174) points out that a PP semantically related to the phrase in the topic position of
the dia-topicalization construction cannot be extraposed to the end of the sentence (cf. (iiia) vs (iiib)):

(iii) a. Dimy t-amin’ ireo boky ireo dia novakin-dRabe.
  five PAST-P these book these TOP read.PASS

Five of these books Rabe read them.

b.  *Dimy dia novakin-dRabe tamin’ ireo boky ireo. 
  five TOP read.PASS PAST-P these book these

Five of these books Rabe read them.

c. *Dimy dia novakin-dRabe tamin’ ireo boky ireo omaly.
  five TOP read.PASS PAST-P these book these yesterday

Five of these books Rabe read them.

He argues that as the phrase before dia is not a predicate, the PP cannot be extraposed from it as in (ib),
conforming to (56). The point is well-taken. But the argument does not explain why (iiic) is impossible
where the PP is internal to the clause following dia.

From the perspective of the stranding analysis, both (iiib,c) ought to be possible, if the phrase before
dia is fronted from argument position (Paul 2001) (cf. also note 2 for the possibility that the phrase may be
base-generated). But (iiib,c) may be excluded for an independent reason. If the determiner ny occurs in front
of the numeral dimy ‘five’, then both become grammatical. The issue is then why (iiia) is possible without ny,
while (iiib,c) are not. As it is not directly related to the cleft construction, I will not resolve the issue here.
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sentences in (62), (63), (65) and (66) or the non-cleft sentences in (59), (60) and
(66). The discontinuous phrases are in fact part of the same configuration in (61).

The inadequacy of (56) is by no means an argument against the pseudo-cleft
analysis. Indeed, as two reviewers correctly point out, the PP-stranding derivations
in (64) and (67) are in principle available to the pseudo-cleft analysis. However,
from the perspective of the clausal complement analysis, it is especially significant
that the facts in (52) and (53) are not evidence that the clefted phrase is the predicate.
The central claim of the clausal complement analysis can thus be maintained that the
clefted phrase is not a base-generated predicate but is fronted from some argument
position in the no-phrase.

2.2 The no-phrase

As noted in Section 2.1, the pseudo-cleft and the clausal complement analysis are
similar in that the focus particle no forms a syntactic constituent with what follows
it. The two (simplified) structures are repeated in (68):

(68) a.  IP (pseudo-cleft, cf. (6b))

I′  DP

I XP DP CP

 focus OP ... no t ... 

b. IP  (clausal complement, cf. (9b))

 IP  FPj

VP no ...  ti ...  

DPi V′  

V tj 

 BE 
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The two significantly differ in that the no-phrase is a DP in the pseudo-cleft structure
and is a clausal complement to a phonetically empty copula verb BE in the clausal
complement structure.

A wide range of facts turn out to be largely consistent with the clausal
complement structure in (68b), but mostly not with the pseudo-cleft structure in
(68a). The no-phrase is not a DP since it may be coordinated by clausal coordination
(Section 2.2.1). The existential presupposition and the exhaustive reading of the no-
phrase have no bearing on its category, as the same hold of the cleft construction in
English that clearly has a different syntactic structure (Section 2.2.2). Most
problematic for the claim that the no-phrase is a DP are clefted adjuncts and long-
distance dependency (Section 2.2.3), the presumed head of the relative clause being
obligatorily covert (Section 2.2.4), and the non-DP distribution of the no-phrase
(Section 2.2.5). The apparent no/izay alternation (Section 2.2.6) as well as the
position of the adverb daholo ‘all’ (Section 2.2.7) too are not evidence that the no-
phrase is a DP.

2.2.1 Coordination

As the pseudo-cleft and the clausal complement analysis both have the clefted phrase
and the no-phrase as two major constituents, the coordination diagnostic for
constituency does not distinguish the two accounts. The two approaches differ,
however, with respect to the category of the no-phrase. They thus make different
predictions as to what phrase a no-phrase can be coordinated with, for Malagasy
formally distinguishes phrasal from clausal coordination (Keenan 1976:274–275).

According to Paul (2001:718), the example in (69) is grammatical with the
phrasal coordinator sy, but not with the sentential coordinator ary:

(69) Rasoa  [ no nijinja vary ] sy/*ary [ no nanapaka bozaka ]
FOC harvested.ACT  rice and FOC cut.ACT  grass

It was Rasoa who harvested rice and cut grass.

The significance of the example in (69), if correct, is that the bracketed constituents
must be phrasal, and not sentential, i.e., IP or CP. The conclusion that Paul draws is
that no cannot be a head high in the CP domain, but is a complex nominal marker.
Furthermore, if the bracketed constituents in (69) are phrasal, not sentential, then
together with the predicate-first property of Malagasy, the example in (69) is at least
consistent with Rasoa being the predicate.

There are some empirical issues concerning the coordination facts. None of my
language consultants accepts the example in (69) with two instances of no, whether
the conjunction is sy or ary. They would accept it only if the focus particle no in the
second conjunct is left out and the conjunction is sy. In this case, it is just a
conjunction of two VPs.

While the different judgments may well be due to dialectal variation, we need to
consider a wider range of data. For instance, if the no-phrase is a DP, then we would
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expect coordinating it with a DP headed by ny to be possible (see Sag et al. 1995).
The expectation is not borne out with my language consultants:

(70) a. *Rasoa [ no nijinja vary ] sy [  ny nanapaka bozaka ] 
FOC harvested.ACT  rice and DET cut.ACT  grass 

It was Rasoa who harvested rice and cut grass.

b. *Faly [ ny lehilahy nijinja vary ] sy [ no nanapaka bozaka ]
 happy DET man harvested.ACT  rice and FOC cut.ACT  grass 

The man who harvested rice and the one who cut grass are happy.

It would therefore be of special interest to see whether the examples in (70) are
accepted by the speakers who accept the example in (69) with sy.18

18A reviewer suggests that the inability of the no-phrase to be coordinated with a DP headed by ny in (70)
does not really count as evidence against the pseudo-cleft analysis, for comparable examples involving the
English pseudo-cleft construction are also ungrammatical:

(i) a. John is my father. 

b. John is who harvested the rice. 

c. *John is my father and who harvested the rice.

d. *John is who harvested the rice and my father.

The reviewer also gives the examples in (ii):

(ii) a. John is my father and the one who harvested the rice. 

b. (?) John is who harvested the rice and who cut the grass. 

c. ?? John is who harvested the rice and the one who cut the grass.

From the perspective of the standard assumption that constituents of like-category may be coordinated, the
difficulty of coordinating a DP and a headless relative clause as seen in (i)-(ii) seems to suggest that either
(A) the two are not quite alike categorially, despite their being in the same post-copula position, or (B), as
an another reviewer suggests, something else is going on in coordination. The issue can only be resolved
on independent grounds.

The second reviewer points out that the post-copula phrase in (ib) has distributional properties of DPs:
occurring as subjects, objects, objects of preposition, interpreted as individuals, etc. The conclusion (B)
may thus be appropriate for the the post-copula phrase in (ib). But the no-phrase does not have DP
distribution (Section 2.2.5); therefore, the conclusion (A) is appropriate for the two conjuncts in (70). If
the ungrammaticality of (70) were taken to be on a par with that of (ib,c) in that the no-phrase can be a DP,
then there is no reason why it has no DP distribution elsewhere.
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As it turns out, two BCs may be coordinated by the clausal coordinator ary and
not by the phrasal coordinator sy. Recall that in both the pseudo-cleft and clausal
complement analysis, the BC has the structure in which an adjunct is in the clefted
position and the trigger argument is in the Spec of the no-phrase. The structures for
the BC in the two approaches are repeated in (71):

(71) a.  IP (pseudo-cleft, cf. (8))

I′ DP

I PredP DPk D′

D CP

 ... no ... tk ... 

b. IP (clausal complement, =(10b))

IP FPk

 VP DPi  F′

Adjunctj  V′  F IP 

V tk no ... tj ... ti ... 

BE

While (72a) is unproblematic for both the pseudo-cleft and the clausal
complement analysis, the coordination being of two clauses, (72b) with ary, from
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Paul (2003:141), is quite surprising from the perspective of the speakers who do not
accept (69) with the clausal coordinator ary:

(72) a. [ Rasoa no nivarotra hena ] ary/*sy [ i Be no nividy vary ]
FOC sold.ACT  meat and/and FOC bought.ACT  rice 

It is Rasoa who sold meat and it is Be who bought rice.

b. Omaly [ Rasoa no nivarotra hena ] ary/*sy [ i Be no nividy vary ]
yesterday FOC sold.ACT  meat and FOC bought.ACT  rice
It was yesterday that Rasoa sold meat and Be bought rice.

It is not clear how the pseudo-cleft structure in (71a) for the BC can accommodate
(72b), for the no-phrase is a DP as much as that in (69) is. If the reason why (69) is
impossible with the clausal coordinator ary is because the no-phrase is phrasal, then
there is no reason why two phrasal no-phrases may be coordinated by ary in (72b).
For the clausal complement structure in (71b), the no-phrase is clausal. (72b) is then
a coordination of two clausal FPs with the clausal conjunction ary.

An issue that we need to address is why (69) is ungrammatical with the clausal
conjunction ary for all speakers, in sharp contrast with that in (72b). The issue is
especially interesting since they are variants of the same structure (cf. (68) and
(71)). In (69) the trigger argument is in the cleft position, whereas in (71) an
adjunct is in the cleft position and the trigger argument is in the Spec of the no-
phrase. Nevertheless, as far as coordination is concerned, there is no reason why two
no-phrases can be coordinated with ary in (72b), but not in (69).19 That is, the
presence of the trigger in the Spec of the no-phrase should make no difference to
coordination.

In the clausal complement analysis, (72b) can be derived by (simultaneous)
movement of the adjunct omaly ‘yesterday’ out of the two coordinating no-phrases,
in the fashion Williams (1978) suggests for Across-the-Board (ATB) movement.
Now, given that (72a) with ary is possible, (69) with ary can be similarly derived
by (simultaneous) movement of the trigger argument Rasoa out of the two
conjuncts. The question is then why ATB-movement can apply to (72b), but not to

19Two reviewers correctly point out that the surface form of the second conjunct in (72b) is interpreted in
isolation as a cleft. This fact has no bearing on it possibly being an FP, however.

A similar point holds in English. The second conjunct in (ia) is a relative clause, even though the same
form in isolation in (ib) is interpreted as a declarative sentence:

(i) a. A book [ that has been around for a long time ] and [ that is still a best-seller ]

 b. That is still a best-seller. 

In the same way, despite its surface form being homophonous with a cleft the second conjunct in (72b) can
be an FP of the BC. This is most evident when it is preceded by an adjunct like omaly ‘yesterday’, forming
exactly the BC.
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(72a) to derive (69). I do not have a satisfactory answer to this question, but
would like to point out that failure of ATB movement applying to (72a) is not an
isolated case.

ATB movement is also impossible out of two coordinating dia-topicalization
clauses. The constituent after the complementizer fa ‘that’ in (73a) is a coordination
of two projections of the topic marker dia, with the phrase immediately dia in its
Spec position:

(73) a. Nolazain-dRasoa ahy fa [ Rabe dia nandihy ] ary [ Rakoto dia nihira ]
said.PASS me that TOP danced.ACT and TOP sang.ACT

Rasoa told me that Rabe danced and Rakoto sang.

b. Rabei no nolazain-dRasoa ahy fa  [ ti dia nandihy  ] (anie!)
TOP said.PASS me that TOP danced.ACT EMPH

It is  Rabe that Rasoa told me danced (!).

c.  *Rabe no nolazain-dRasoa ahy fa  [ ti dia nandihy   ]

FOC said.PASS me that TOP danced.ACT

ary [ (fa) ti dia nihira ] (anie!)
and that TOP sang.ACT

It is  Rabe that Rasoa told me danced and sang (!).

d. Rabe no nolazain-dRasoa ahy fa ti dia [ nandihy   ] sy [ nihira ]
FOC said.PASS  me that TOP danced.ACT  and sang.ACT

It is  Rabe that Rasoa told me danced and sang.

The phrase in the Spec of dia may be moved (see (73b)), but not (simultaneously)
out of the Specs of two coordinating dia-topicalization structures (see (73c)). (73c) is
comparable to (69) with ary. My language consultants accept (73d) with one
occurrence of dia and the phrasal conjunction sy, just as they accept (69) with one
occurrence of no and the conjunction sy. While the facts in (73c–d) and (69) are
quite similar, it remains unclear why ATB-movement cannot apply to the phrase in
the Spec of no or dia.20

20Two of my three language consultants fully accept (73b,d), while the third one accepts them with some
hesitation. All of them accept these if the emphatic particle anie appears at the end of the sentence, as in
(73b), and none of them accept (73c) with or without anie. It is not clear why such speaker variation
should hold.

A reviewer informs me that two language consultants that he/she checks with reject (73b). I have no
explanation for this dialectal difference. The reviewer also points out that it is quite odd that the phrase
before the topic marker dia, if it is understood to be topic, could be focused, topic and focus being usually
thought to be mutually incompatible for the same DP. These points are well-taken. Perhaps the dia-
topicalization and the cleft constructions in Malagasy, in spite of their names, are not quite the same
topicalization and cleft constructions that we know from languages like English. The reviewer’s
suggestion that fa dia is a clausal conjunction [like the complementizer fa] would explain why (73b,d) are
grammatical, but not why (73c) is also impossible with the second fa. Most problematic for this view is
the question why fa dia is not possible in non-cleft sentences.
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In sum, while coordination facts do not distinguish the pseudo-cleft and the
clausal complement analysis structurally, they are consistent with the no-phrase not
being a DP insofar as other independent facts also show that the no-phrase is not a
DP (see note 18). The exclusion of the clausal conjunction ary and two occurrences
of no in (69) is possibly related to the same failure of ATB movement applying to
the phrase in the Spec of dia.

2.2.2 Existential presupposition, exhaustivity and syntactic structure

Paul (2001:722–724) points out that Malagasy clefts have the same existential
presupposition and the exhaustive reading as English clefts.

In the cleft construction in Malagasy, what follows the focus particle no is
presuppositional. Thus, the cleft sentence in (74a) existentially presupposes that
someone painted the house, and asserts that the person who did it was Bakoly:

(74) a. A: I Bakoly no nandoko ny trano-ko.
FOC painted.ACT DET house-1SG

It was Bakoly who painted my house.

b. B: Tsy fantatro fa nisy nandoko ny trano-nao.
  not know that existed painted.ACT DET house-2SG

I didn’t know that someone painted your house.

According to Paul, it is possible to explicitly point out the failure of the existential
presupposition. If speaker A utters a cleft such as (74a) in a context where the
presupposition is in fact new information, speaker B can draw attention to this gap
with the sentence in (74b).

With a declarative sentence, there is no existential presupposition. Hence, it is odd
for speaker B to state that speaker A’s utterance contains new information:

(75) a. A: Nandoko ny trano-ko i Bakoly 
painted.ACT DET house-1SG

Bakoly painted my house.

b. B: #Tsy fantatro fa nisy nandoko ny trano-nao.
  not know that existed painted.ACT DET house-2SG

I didn’t know that someone painted your house.

(74)–(75) thus indicate that like English, Malagasy clefts too carry existential
presupposition.

Another interpretive property of Malagasy clefts is that they express exhaustive
identification (Kiss 1998). The sentence in (76a) does not exclude the possibility that
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I went to other places as well as Ambositra, while that in (76b) says that Ambositra
is the only destination:

(76) a. Nandeha tany Ambositra aho.
 went.ACT  there I

I went to Ambositra.

b. Tany Ambositra no nandeha aho.
 there FOC went.ACT  I 

It was to Ambositra that I went.

(77) are ruled out since the elements koa ‘also’, aza ‘even’ and na iza na iza
‘anyone’ have some semantic clash with exhaustive identification (glosses and
translations are original):

(77) a. *Bakoly koa no nandeha tany Ambositra.
also FOC went.ACT  there 

It was also Bakoly who went to Ambositra.

b. *Na ny mpianatra votsavotsa aza no nahazo isa tsara.
  or the student weak even FOC got.ACT  number good

It was even the weak students who got good grades.

c. *Na iza na iza no mahavita izany.
 or who or who FOC done.ACT  that

It’s anyone who can do that.

For instance, koa ‘also’ in (77a) implies that someone other than Bakoly also went
to Ambositra, thereby conflicting with the exhaustive reading of the cleft sentence in
which it is asserted that Bakoly is the only one who went to Ambositra. Paul thus
concludes that the structure of the cleft construction in Malagasy, having existential
presupposition and the exhaustive reading, is syntactically a pseudo-cleft.21

21Paul does not elaborate on why the examples in (77b,c) are ungrammatical. From the translation in
(77b), one might surmise that the example is ruled out since it lacks existential presupposition and the
exhaustive reading; that is, weak students as well as other students got good grades. But the non-cleft
example in (i) shows that (77b) might be excluded just because of na ‘or’ (cf. also Section 2.2.6 for a
discussion of (77c)):

(i) (*Na) ny mpianatra votsavotsa aza dia nahazo isa tsara.
or DET student weak even TOP got.ACT number good.

Even the weak students got good grades.
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But existential presupposition and exhaustivity in fact do not tell us much about the
syntactic structure of the cleft construction. The English examples in (78) have the
same existential presupposition and the exhaustive reading, i.e., there is someone
who painted the house and that someone is John. But they clearly differ from each
other with respect to syntactic structure:

(78) a. [ The one who painted the house ] is John. (cf. (7))

b. It was John [ who painted the house ]. 

The example in (78a) is structurally similar to the Malagasy example in (74a) in that
the proper name John occurs in predicate position (putting aside the issue of whether
John itself is the predicate or a complement to be), and the bracketed phrase is the
subject which has the same existential presupposition just as the no-phrase in (74a).
The problem lies in (78b). The bracketed phrase in (78b) is clearly the existential
presupposition, but it is surely not the subject. John seems to be in predicate
position, but it does not predicate of it, an expletive, the way it predicates of the
bracketed phrase in (78a). Evidently, there is no simple direct correspondence
between presupposition and syntactic category or grammatical function. One thus
cannot conclude that a certain syntactic constituent is the subject or predicate based
on its presupposition property.

The same holds of the sentence in (79) where a locative is clefted. Both examples
have the same existential presupposition and exhaustive reading, i.e., I went
somewhere, and the only place where I went to is this little town:

(79) a. [ The one I went to ] is this little town. (cf. (76b))

b. It was to this little town [ that I went ]. 

Yet the bracketed constituent that carries the presuppposition is the subject in (79a),
but not in (79b).

The same point carries over to Malagasy. The fact that the no-phrase has
existential presupposition and the exhaustive reading does not by itself tell us much
about whether it is the subject (here called the trigger) or the predicate. In other
words, the existential presupposition property and the exhaustive reading of the cleft
construction do not structurally distinguish the pseudo-cleft analysis from the clausal
complement analysis.
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2.2.3 Event nominals and long-distance dependency

Paul (2001:719–720) points out that the bracketed phrases in (80) cannot mean ‘the
one who is cutting grass’ since the Agent Bakoly is explicitly expressed:

(80) a. Amin’ ny antsy [ no manapaka bozaka i Bakoly ]
 with DET knif e  FOC cut.ACT  grass 

It is  with a knife that Bakoly is cutting grass.

b. *Ny antony [ izay manapaka bozaka i Bakoly ] 
 DET reason  that cut.ACT  grass 

The reason why Bakoly is cutting grass.

She suggests that the bracketed phrases in (80) are headless relatives interpreted as
event nominals (like gerunds in English). That is, the bracketed phrase in (80a)
means ‘the event of Bakoly cutting grass is with a knife’. The example in (80b) is
excluded since the bracketed phrase, syntactically a DP and semantically an event, is
being equated with a reason.22

Paul’s explanation for the examples in (80) is troublesome. First, it is doubtful
that the no-phrase in (80a) with an overt Agent is an event nominal. If it were, then it
is difficult to see why it should contrast with the event nominal in (81a) where an
overt Agent is impossible:

(81) a. Sarotra [ ny manapaka bozaka (*ny mpamboly) ]
 hard  DET cut.ACT  grass    DET farmer 

The cutting grass (by the farmer) is hard.  

b. *Sarotra [ no manapaka bozaka i Bakoly ] 
 hard  FOC cut.ACT  grass 

The cutting grass by Bakoly is hard .

Moreover, there is no reason why (81b) should differ sharply with (80a) if the no-
phrase in (80a) is indeed an event nominal (cf. Section 2.2.5).

22This explanation makes sense only if the translation of (80b) is ‘The reason is why/that Bakoly is cutting
grass.’ I assume that Paul’s original rendition of (80b) suggesting the example as a whole is a relative
clause is a translation problem that has no consequences for the analysis. It is also not clear why the
relativizer/demonstrative izay instead the focus particle no is used here; what is at issue is the syntax of the
no-phrase. (80b) is also ungrammatical with no instead of izay.
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Second, PPs headed by the preposition amina cannot appear as predicates (see
Section 2.1.3). If the no-phrase in (80a) is a DP just like the bracketed phrase in
(82a), then there would be no reason for their stark grammatical difference:

(82) a. *Amin’ ny antsy [ ny/izay manapaka bozaka (i Bakoly) ]

P DET knif e DET/that cut.ACT  grass 
The cutting grass (by Bakoly) is with the knife.

b. *Amin’ ny antsy [ ny fisehoan-javatra fa manapaka bozaka i Bakoly]

P DET knif e DET event that cut.ACT  grass
The event of Bakoly cutting grass is with a knife.

c. Nahoana [ no manapaka bozaka i Bakoly ]?

why FOC cut.ACT  grass 
Why is Bakoly cutting grass?

Moreover, given the ungrammaticality of (82b) where the DP has an overt event
head noun and occurs in the same position as the no-phrase in (80a), there is little
reason to suppose that the no-phrase in (80a) is an event nominal (see also
Section 2.2.4).

Third, if the example in (80b) is ruled out because the bracketed phrase,
syntactically a DP and semantically an event, is being equated with a reason, then
the same would apply ruling out, incorrectly, the example in (82c), for the no-phrase
in (82c) is just the same event nominal DP as that in (80a) according to the pseudo-
cleft analysis.

Long-distance dependency raises problems of a different sort for the event
nominal analysis for the examples in (80), as Hans-Martin Gärtner (personal
communication) points out to me. In (83) the clefted phrase is clearly related to the
embedded clause:

(83) a. Amin’ ny antsy [ no nolazain-dRasoa hoe manapaka bozaka i Bakoly ]
P DET knif e FOC said.PASS that cut.ACT grass
It’s  with a knife that Rasoa said that Bakoly is cutting grass.

b. Niaraka t-amin-dRabe [ no nolazain-dRasoa hoe nilalao zazany ]
 together PAST-P FOC said.PASS that played.ACT DET child 

It’s  Rabe that Rasoa said that the child played together with.

In (83a) the PP amin’ny antsy ‘with a knife’, headed by the preposition amina
lacking the prefix t- for past tense (see Section 2.1.4), is related to the non-past
predicate of the embedded clause. In (83b) the clefted phrase niaraka t-amin-dRabe
‘together with Rabe’ is most naturally related to the embedded clause. But it is not at
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all obvious how the long-distance relationship in (83) is to be captured if the no-
phrase is an event nominal.23

The unequivocal examples of event nominals in (84) show that embedded
predicates cannot be related long-distance to the head noun:24

(84) a. Nahatezitra ahy ny fisehoan-javatra hoe narary Rabe.
 bothered.ACT  me DET event that sick 

The event of Rabe being sick bothered me.

b. Nahatezitra ahy ny fisehoan-javatra hoe nolazain-dRasoa anao
 bothered.ACT  me DET event that said.PASS  you
 fa narary Rabe. 
 that sick 

The event of Rasoa saying to you that Rabe was sick bothered me.
NOT The event of Rabe being sick according to Rasoa bothered me.

The predicate narary ‘sick’ can be related to the head noun fisehoan-javatra ‘event’
locally as in (84a), but not over long-distance, as indicated by the missing inter-
pretation (see note 23).

(80a), (82c) and (83) present no problem for the clausal complement structure in
(68b). The clefted adjunct is fronted from some position in the IP that is the
complement to the focus particle no. This derivation is not available in the pseudo-
cleft structure in (68a), for it would involve movement out of a relative clause, a
syntactic island. In fact, this is precisely why examples (82a,b) are excluded.

2.2.4 Obligatory empty head

An obvious problem for the idea that the no-phrase is a DP with a headless relative
clause is that while the head N of the NP-complement of the uncontroversial

23A reviewer suggests that the long-distance dependency in (83) can be established via the empty operator
representing the event argument. This would presumably yield the interpretation in which the event is
related to the embedded predicate.

The problem with this view is that if long-distance relationship of this sort is
generally possible in (gerund-like) event nominals, then it is not obvious why it is
not available to English. The event of John saying that Mary is leaving can only be
an event of saying, and not one of leaving. If it is indeed the case that not all
languages may relativize the event argument, as the reviewer suggests, then we need
to bring some other differences to bear on the difference with respect to relativization

The problem with this view is that if long-distance relationship of this sort is generally possible in
(gerund-like) event nominals, then it is not obvious why it is not available to English. The event of John
saying that Mary is leaving can only be an event of saying, and not one of leaving. If it is indeed the case
that not all languages may relativize the event argument, as the reviewer suggests, then we need to bring
some other differences to bear on the difference with respect to relativization of the event argument;
otherwise, there is simply no independent way to substantiate the claim that the event argument may be
relativized. This conceptual problem notwithstanding, if long-distance relativization of the event argument
is possible, then it is not clear why the example in (84b) should lack the interpretation in which the event
argument of the embedded clause is relativized.

24One of my three language consultants also accepts (84b) with the first complementizer being izay, but
not fa. The other two make no such difference. It is unclear why that should be.
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determiner ny heading a DP with a relative clause can be overt, the presumed head N
of the no-phrase in the pseudo-cleft structure in (68a) can never be:

(85) a. Lehibe ny (lehilahy) nanapaka ity hazo ity.
big DET  man cut.ACT  this tree this
The man/one who cut this tree is big.

b. i Rabe no (*lehilahy) nanapaka ity hazo ity.

 
DET man cut.ACT  this tree this

The man/one who cut this tree is Rabe. 

It is thus very unclear why the no-phrase, a DP in the pseudo-cleft analysis, should
differ from other DPs headed by ny in not allowing an overt N.

The non-occurrence of lehilahy ‘man’ in (85b) has a straightforward explanation
in the clausal complement structure in (68b). Since i Rabe is fronted from argument
position in the IP-complement of the focus particle no, there is no source position
from which lehilahy ‘man’ can be fronted to its surface position. Moreover, the
fronting of the clefted phrase has already made use of the SpecIP position of the IP.
So it is in principle not possible to front lehilahy to the same position. It is also
impossible to base-generate a (bare) N in the Spec of the IP complement of the focus
particle no, as Ns generally head NP-complements of Ds. The derivation by fronting
the trigger is of course not available in the pseudo-cleft analysis, for it is located in a
relative clause, a syntactic island.

Similarly, if the no-phrase in (80a) is an event nominal with an empty head noun,
then it is not clear why it does not allow an overt head noun, in contrast with DPs
headed by the determiner ny:

(86) a. Amin’ ny antsy [ no (*fisehoan-javatra hoe) manapaka bozaka i Bakoly]
with DET knif e FOC event that cut.ACT  grass 
The event of Bakoly cutting grass is with a knife.   (cf. (80a)) 

b. *Mahatezitra ahy [ no (fisehoan-javatra hoe) manapaka bozaka i Bakoly]
anger.ACT  me FOC event that cut.ACT  grass 
The event of Bakoly cutting grass angers me.

c. Mahatezitra ahy [ ny fisehoan-javatra hoe manapaka bozaka i Bakoly ]
anger.ACT  me DET event that cut.ACT  grass 
The event of Bakoly cutting grass angers me.

Nor is there an obvious reason for why the no-phrase in (86b), with or without an
overt event head noun cannot occur in the same position as that of a DP with the
determiner ny in (86c) (see Section 2.2.5).

In the clausal complement analysis, the no-phrase is a clause, not a DP. It thus
follows that no may not be followed by an overt head noun and the complementizer
hoe, in contrast with DPs headed by ny.
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2.2.5 Non-DP distribution

If the no-phrase is a DP, then we would expect it to be able to occur in positions
where a DP appears. The expectation is not borne out by the facts (Law 2005:201;
Potsdam 2006a:2178; Potsdam 2006b:224). Paul (2001:717) in fact acknowledges
the very restricted distribution of the no-phrase.

The no-phrase cannot occur in the position where a DP headed by the determiner
ny can appear, regardless of it being the trigger or a non-trigger argument of the verb
(see also Potsdam 2006b:224):

(87) a. Nanoroka ny zaza ny lehilahy nanapaka ity hazo ity.
kissed.AC T DET child DET man cut.ACT  this tree this
The man who cut this tree kissed the child.

b. *Nanoroka ny zaza no (lehilahy) nanapaka ity hazo ity.
kissed.AC T DET child FOC man cut.ACT  this tree this
The man who cut this tree kissed the child.

(88) a. Nanoroka ny lehilahy nanapaka ity hazo ity ny zaza.
kissed.AC T DET man cut.ACT  this tree this DET child
The child kissed the man who cut this tree.

b. *Nanoroka no (lehilahy) nanapaka ity hazo ity ny zaza.
kissed.AC T FOC  man cut.ACT  this tree this DET child
The child kissed the man who cut this tree.

(89) a. Norohan’ ny lehilahy nanapaka ity hazo ity ny zaza.
kissed.PASS DET man cut.ACT  this tree this DET child
The man who cut this tree kissed the child.

b. *Norohan’ no (lehilahy) nanapaka ity hazo ity ny zaza.
kissed.PASS FOC  man cut.ACT  this tree this DET child
The man who cut this tree kissed the child.

Nor does the no-phrase appear in the position of the possessor, the complement of a
noun or a preposition:

(90) a. Mandoko ny tranon’ ny mpampianatra  Rabe.
paint.ACT  DET house DET teacher 
Rabe is painting the teacher’s house.  

b.  *Mandoko ny tranon’ no (mpampianatra) Rabe.
paint.ACT  DET house FOC  teacher 
Rabe is painting the teacher’s house. 
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(91) a. Hitako ny sarin’ ny trano.
saw.ACT .1SG DET picture DET house
I saw a picture of the house.

b. *Hitako ny sarin’ no (trano).
saw.ACT .1SG DET picture FOC house
I saw a picture of the house.

(92) a. Handihy amin’ ny zaza Rasoa.
dance. PACT DET child 
Rabe will dance with the children.

b. *Handihy amin’ no (zaza) Rasoa.
dance.ACT P FOC child 
Rasoa will dance with the children.

While the (b)-examples in (87)–(92) with the expressions in the parentheses present
can be independently ruled out (see Section 2.2.4), those without cannot, providing
evidence that the no-phrase does not have the distribution of a DP.

The sharp contrast in (93) raises a problem of the different sort. If the no-phrase in
(93a) is a DP, then it is not clear why (93b) should be ungrammatical:

(93) a. I Sahondrano nanapaka ity hazo ity. (=(6a))
DET cut.ACT  this tree this

(lit.) The one who cut this tree is Sahondra.

b. *Ao an-dakozia no nanapaka ity hazo ity.
there ACC-kitchen FOC cut.ACT  this tree this
The one who cut this tree is in the kitchen.

c. Ao an-dakozia ny lehilahy nanapaka ity hazo ity.
there ACC-kitchen DET man cut.ACT  this tree this
The man who cut this tree is in the kitchen.

In the pseudo-cleft analysis, the clefted phrase is a predicate. There is apparently no
reason why a proper name in (93a) can be a predicate, while a locative in (93b)
cannot. This is all the more puzzling given that the locative can be a predicate
elsewhere, e.g., in (93c).

The grammatical contrasts in in (87)–(93) thus show that the pseudo-cleft analysis
with the no-phrase being a DP is incorrect. These have a very natural explanation in
the clausal complement analysis. The no-phrase does not have DP-distribution since
it is not a DP but a clause. The sharp difference between (93a) and (93b) is simply
due to the Agent argument being present, and is fronted to the cleft position in the
former, and simply missing in the latter. Indeed, (93b) would become grammatical if
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the Agent is present in the no-phrase. If the Agent argument is relativized, and hence
absent in (93a), then it is not clear why the same does not hold in (93b).

2.2.6 The focus particle no vs the relativizer izay

Potsdam (2006b:222) gives the example in (94) claiming that the focus particle no is
a complementizer, as it apparently alternates with the uncontroversial relativizer izay
(see also Paul 2001:717, note 10):

(94) Na iza na iza ∅/izay/no tsy mamafa lalana dia voasazy.
or who or who REL/that/FOC not sweep.AC T road TOP punish.PASS

Whoever doesn’t sweep the road will be punished.

That no may be of the same category as izay is apparently re-inforced by the non-
occurrence of the determiner ny or the demonstrative ilay before or after no and izay
(Potsdam 2006b:222–223):

(95) a. (*Ny/*Ilay) izay nihomehy.
DET/that that laughed.ACT

The/that one who was laughing.

b. Iza (*ny/*ilay) no nihomehy?
 who DET/that FOC laughed.ACT

Who is the/that one who laughed?

(96) a. Te hahalala [ izay (*ny) prezida ] aho.
 want meet.ACT that DET president I

I want to meet the one who is the president.

b. Iza [ no (*ny) prezida ]?
 who FOC DET president

Who is the president?

c. Te hahalala [ ny lehilahy izay (*ny) prezida ] aho.
 want meet.ACT DET man that DET president I

I want to meet the one who is the president.

If Potsdam’s arguments are correct, then the focus particle no may very well head a
DP the same way that the relativizer izay does (cf. (95a) and (96a)). However, there
are good reasons to think that the syntactic structure of the example in (94) with no
is different from that with izay and that the two are not of the same category, despite
the ostensible ∅/izay/no alternation.

First, the exclusion of the determiner ny or ilay in (95) need not be taken to be due
to the no-phrase in (95b) being of the same category DP as the phrase in (95a). Other
categories like IPs or CPs do not occur as complements of the determiner ny or the
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demonstrative ilay, but there is no reason to suppose that these two phrases are of the
same category because they cannot occur after ny or ilay:

(97) a. (*Ny/*Ilay) nanasa lamba i Rasoa.
DET/that washed.ACT cloth

(the/that) Rasoa washed clothes.

b. (*Ny/*Ilay) fa nanasa lamba i Rasoa.
DET/that that washed.ACT cloth

(the/that) that Rasoa washed clothes.

For the same reason, we cannot conclude that the impossible occurrence of ny and
ilay before no and izay in (95) shows that no is of the same category as izay. The
exclusion of ny or ilay in (95), just like that in (97), does not say anything about the
precise category of the phrase following it.

The pair of contrasting examples in (98) bears on the exclusion of ny and ilay in (95):

(98) a. Any Antananarivo *(ny) mpampianatra.
 there DET teacher

The teacher is in Antananarivo.

b. Any Antananarivo no mipetraka i Ketaka. (=(12b))
 there FOC live.ACT

It’s  in Antananarivo that Ketaka lives.

Given that the determiner ny in (98a) is obligatory, the phrase ny mpampianatra ‘the
teacher’ cannot be an NP. The no-phrase in (98b) apparently is in the same position,
and hence cannot be an NP either. If this is correct, then the reason why the no-
phrase cannot follow the determiner ny or the demonstrative ilay ‘this’ in (95b) is
due to it not being an NP, the same reason why ny and ilay are impossible in (95a).
But this fact by itself does not mean that the no-phrase is a DP.

Second, the impossible occurrence of the determiner ny in (96) has no bearing on
the category of the focus particle no. In both the pseudo-cleft and the clausal
complement analysis, prezida ‘president’ in (96) is the predicate. These examples
with ny are ruled out on a par with non-cleft sentences such as those in (32b) and
(33a) (Section 2.1.3), repeated here:

(99) a. *Ny mpianatra i Ketaka. (=(32b))
DET student 
Ketaka is the student.

b. (*Ny) prezida Rabe. (=(33a))
DET president

Rabe is the president.
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Third, the no/izay alternation in (94) is only apparent. On the one hand, the two
do not alternate in many other cases. In (100) is a small sample of examples where
the focus particle no does not occur in the position of the relativizer izay (cf. also
Section 2.2.5):

(100) a. Malaina ny olona izay/*no tsy mamafa lalana.
lazy DET people that/FOC not sweep.AC T road
The people who don’t sweep the road are lazy.

b. Voasazy na iza na iza izay/*no tsy mamafa lalana.
punish or who or who that/FOC not sweep.AC T road
Whoever doesn’t sweep the road will be punished.

c. Hotapahan’ na iza na iza izay/*no tsy mamafa lalana ny hazo.

cut.PASS or who or who that/FOC not sweep.AC T road DET tree
The tree will be cut by whoever does not sweep the road.

Conversely, the relativizer izay does not appear in the position of the focus particle
no:

(101) a. Rabe no/*izay tonga.
FOC/that arrive.

Rabe arrived.

b. ny zaza amin’ ny kilalao manga no/*izay faravavin-dRabe.
DET child P DET toy blue FOC/that youngest daughter
The child with the blue toy is Rabe’s youngest daughter.

c. t-amin’ ny savony Rasoa no/*izay nanasa lamba.
PAST-P DET soap FOC/that washed.AC T cloth 
It’s with the soap that Rasoa washed clothes.

(97)–(101) thus show that the focus particle no is not of the same category as the
relativizer izay.
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The apparent ∅/izay/no alternation in (94) is in fact underlain by three different
structures. With the focus particle no, it has a structure in which what appears before
the topic marker dia is a cleft construction, as in (102a):25

(102) a. [IP Na iza na izai no tsy mamafa lalana ti ] dia voasazy.
 or who or who FOC not sweep.ACT road TOP punish.PASS

b. [DP Na iza na iza ∅/izay tsy mamafa lalana ] dia voasazy.
 or who or who REL/that not sweep.AC T road TOP punish.PASS

c. Na iza na iza [DP izay tsy mamafa lalana ] dia voasazy.
or who or who that not sweep.AC T road TOP punish.PASS

With izay it has two possible structures. In one structure, what appears before the
topic marker dia is a DP and the disjunction na iza na iza ‘or who or who’ is a
relative clause, as in (102b). In this case, the relativizer izay may be absent, as
elsewhere. In the other structure, the disjunction is an adjunct and what follows it is
a DP, as in (102c), although it remains unclear where the disjunction hangs
structurally; it could be adjoined to the DP or to the root clause.

That the constituent before the topic marker dia in (102a) is a cleft is
independently confirmed by (103) where a pronoun is clefted and the relativizer
izay in the position of no is impossible:

(103) Izyi no/*izay tsy mamafa lalana ti dia voasazy.
FOC/that not sweep.ACT road TOP punish.PASS

It’s him who does not sweep the road, (so) he will be punished.

That the constituent before the topic marker dia in (102b) can be a DP with a relative
clause is independently confirmed by the examples in (100b,c). Exactly the same

25If some version of Chomsky’s (1981) Projection Principle holds, then there must be a null pronoun pro
projected as syntactic argument of the matrix predicate voasazy ‘punish’ in (102) (cf. note 8). Independent
evidence for the presence of pro comes from the possible occurrence of an overt pronoun like izy ‘he/she’
after voasazy. The issue of projecting the syntactic argument of the matrix predicate needs to be resolved
in both the pseudo-cleft and the clausal complement analysis. For simplicity, the representation for the null
pronoun is left out.

The ∅/izay/no alternation in (94) also holds with the DP is ny olona ‘the people’ replacing the
disjunction na iza na iza ‘or who or who’. Much of the complication concerning structural ambiguity
discussed in the text does not arise (see Paul 2005 for a discussion of some properties of the disjunction na
iza na iza).
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constituent is the trigger DP in argument position in (100b), and is a non-trigger DP
argument in (100c).26

Evidence for the structure in (102c) comes from the fact that the bracketed phrase
can be a DP, much like that in (95a) and (96a), and that the disjunction na iza na iza
‘or who or who’ may occur in different positions, if at all (see Law 2005:207–208):

(104) Izay tsy mamafa lalana (na iza na iza) dia voasazy (na iza na iza).

that not sweep.ACT road or who or who TOP punish.PASS or who or who

Those who don’t sweep the road (whoeverthey are) will be punished (whoever they

are).

What appears before dia in (104) is then a DP, with the disjunction being an adjunct
of sorts. The structure in (102c) is just like that in (104) differing from it only in the
position of the disjunction na iza na iza.

In sum, the ∅/izay/no alternation in (94) is hardly evidence that the focus particle
no is of the same category complementizer as that of the relativizer izay. The
alternation is only apparent. The structure underlying it is ambiguous; it is either a
DP (with ∅ or izay), or a clause (with no).

2.2.7 The adverb daholo

The adverb daholo ‘all’ is usually associated with a plural DP that c-commands it
(Keenan 1995:178). The contrast in (105) may therefore be attributed to daholo
being c-commanded by a plural argument associated with it in (105a), and to the
lack thereof in (105b):

(105)  a. Sasan-dRasoa daholo ireo lamba ireo.
wash.PASS  all these cloth these
All these clothes are being washed by Rasoa.

b.  *Sasan-dRasoa daholo ity lamba ity.
wash.PASS  all this cloth this
All this cloth is being washed by Rasoa

26The clefted phrase within the constituent before dia, whether it is the disjunction na iza na iza ‘or who
or who’ as in (102a) or the pronoun izy ‘he/she’ as in (103), is understood to be coreferential with the
syntactic argument of the matrix predicate voasazy ‘punished’, whether it is a null or overt pronoun. In
fact, the phrase before dia can also be a non-cleft. e.g., (103) is possible with the pronoun izy ‘he’ in the
trace position (without no or izay), and the pronoun is also understood to be coreferential with the
(implicit) syntactic argument of the matrix predicate voasazy ‘punished’. The issue of how the coreference
is to be established is independent of the phrase before dia being a cleft or non-cleft.

I would like to expressly thank a reviewer for correcting my misundertanding of Potsdam’s analysis of
the disjunction na iza na iza ‘or who or who’ in an earlier version of the paper.
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In the cleft construction, the adverb daholo may occur just before the focus
particle no. The contrast in (106) is obviously related to the clefted phrase being
plural in (106a), and singular in (106b), the only difference between them:

(106)  a. Ireo lamba ireo daholo [ no sasan-dRasoa ]
these cloth these all  FOC wash.PASS 
It’s all these clothes that are being washed by Rasoa.

b.  *Ity lamba ity daholo [ no sasan-dRasoa ] 
this cloth this all  FOC wash.PASS

It’s  all this cloth that is being washed by Rasoa.

It would be conceptually desirable to relate the grammatical difference in (106)
to that in (105), but it is not self-evident how the only difference between (106a)
and (106b) can be brought to bear on the contrast in (105). In contrast to the
trigger in (105), the clefted phrase in (106) does not c-command the adverb
daholo right-adjoined to the XP predicate in the pseudo-cleft structure in (68a). Nor
does daholo c-command the clefted phrase in the clausal complement structure in
(68b) where daholo is right-adjoined to the matrix VP and the clefted phrase is in
SpecVP.

In the pseudo-cleft analysis, the no-phrase is the DP subject, and the clefted
phrase is the predicate. One therefore might argue that in (106a), the no-phrase, a
DP, is plural since the clefted phrase, the predicate, is plural, and in (106b), the
no-phrase is singular because the clefted phrase is singular. On this view, then, the
grammatical contrast in (106) is just the same as that in (105), the adverb daholo
being c-commanded by a plural DP.

In the clausal complement analysis, the no-phrase is not a DP. So it is beside the
point whether the no-phrase c-commands the adverb daholo. In other words, on this
analysis there is simply no plural DP c-commanding daholo. Thus, if the adverb
daholo indeed must be c-commanded by a plural DP, then, as a reviewer points out,
it is very unclear how the clausal complement analysis can account for the
grammatical contrast in (106).

As it turns out, it is not necessary that the adverb daholo ‘all’ be c-commanded by
a plural DP. In (107), daholo occurs between a clefted PP and the focus particle no,
while the plural DP associated with daholo is in the no-phrase:

(107) a. T-amin’ ny savony (daholo) [ no sasan-dRasoa ireo lamba ireo ]

PAST-P DET soap all FOC wash.PASS  these cloth these
It’s with the soap that (all) these clothes are being washed by Rasoa.

b. T-amin’ ny savony (*daholo) [ no sasan-dRasoa ity lamba ity ]

PAST-P DET soap all FOC wash.PASS  this cloth this
It’s  with the soap that (all) this cloth is being washed by Rasoa.

(107a) differs minimally from (107b), the trigger is plural in the former, and singular
in the latter. The exclusion of the adverb daholo in (107b) undoubtedly has
something to do with this difference.
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The possible occurrence of the adverb daholo in (107a), a fact that escaped notice
until now, is significant in that it is not c-commanded by the plural argument it is
associated with. The plural argument is in the no-phrase and daholo lies outside.
Neither the pseudo-cleft nor the clausal complement analysis can explain this fact, if
daholo indeed must be c-commanded by a plural DP.

Certain facts concerning the position of the adverb daholo ‘all’ in the BC raise a
similar problem. Daholo may appear between the clefted adjunct and the bodyguard,
but not between the bodyguard and the focus particle no:

(108) a. Amin ny savony (daholo) [ ireo lamba ireo (*daholo) no sasan-dRasoa]

P DET soap   all these cloth these all FOC wash.PASS

It’s with the soap that (all) these clothes are being washed by Rasoa.

b. Amin ny savony (*daholo) [ ity lamba ity (*daholo) no sasan-dRasoa]

P DET soap all this cloth this all FOC wash.PASS

It’s with the soap that (all) this cloth is being washed by Rasoa.

The impossible occurrence of daholo between the bodyguard and the focus particle no
in (108) is expected in both the pseudo-cleft and the clausal complement analysis. On
the one hand, the no-phrase is a DP in the pseudo-cleft analysis, so daholo cannot
appear between the determiner and SpecDP (see the structure in (71a)), this adverb
generally adjoining to VP. On the other hand, the no-phrase is an FP, so daholo
cannot appear between the head F and SpecFP (see the structure in (71b)).

The possible appearance of daholo immediately before the focus particle no in (108a)
is unexpected in both analyses, however, if the adverb daholo must be c-commanded by
a plural DP. The plural argument, the bodyguard, is in the Spec of the no-phrase and
hence does not c-command daholo. This is not a new fact but is the same as that in
(107a); in both cases, the plural argument fails to c-command the adverb daholo.

Thus, insofar as the account for the distribution of the adverb daholo must explain why
it may occur before the focus particle no in (107) and (108) without being c-commanded
by a plural DP, the occurrence of daholo in (106a) is not a problem specifically arising
from the clausal complement analysis. Similarly, inasmuch as the pseudo-cleft analysis
does not explain why daholo need not be c-commanded by a plural DP in (107a) and
(108a), the contrast in (106) need not be taken to be due to the no-phrase being a plural
DP c-commanding daholo in (106a) and to the lack thereof in (106b).

That the adverb daholo may be associated with a non-c-commanding plural DP,
as seen in (107a) and (108a), suggests that we need to rethink the common
assumption that daholo must be c-commanded by a plural DP. A full discussion of
this issue is clearly beyond the scope this paper, for it may involve data that are
independent of the cleft construction. I can only offer here some directions for future
research. As VP-adjoined adverbs c-command the base-positions of the arguments,
one way to characterize the condition for the occurrence of the adverb daholo is that
it c-command the trace (or copy) of a plural DP in syntax. Along these lines, the
configuration where a plural DP c-commands the VP-adjoined adverb daholo arises
from the structure in which the DP moves out of the VP leaving behind a trace (or
copy) that daholo c-commands.
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This characterization of the adverb daholo is quite compatible with the clausal
complement analysis. The VP-adjoined adverb daholo c-commands the no-phrase in
syntax, for extraposition of FP right-adjoining to the root clause takes place at PF
(see the structures in (68b) and (71b)). Daholo therefore c-commands in syntax the
trace (or copy) of the trigger in the no-phrase, regardless of whether the trigger itself
is in the trigger position in the no-phrase as in (107a), in the cleft position as in
(106a) or in the Spec of FP as the bodyguard of the BC as in (108a).

The characterization I suggest is not compatible with the pseudo-cleft analysis
(see the structures in (68a) and (71a)), however, for the adverb daholo is
c-commanded by the no-phrase, and hence does not c-command anything in the
no-phrase. This fact in and of itself surely does not imply that there is no other way
of characterizing the adverb daholo that is compatible with the pseudo-cleft analysis.
There may very well be, although it remains unclear to me what it may be.27

In sum, to the extent that the facts in (107a) and (108a) hold, the lack of a
c-commanding plural DP for the adverb daholo in (106a) does not present a problem
specifically for the clausal complement analysis.

2.3 An empirical problem: Clausal cleft

A variant of the cleft construction that is problematic for both the pseudo-cleft and
the clausal complement analysis is one in which what precedes the focus particle no
is not a DP or PP, but an IP or, superficially at least, a VP. I briefly discuss this case
in hope that future research will shed further light on the cleft construction.

A reviewer points out that a clause may appear in front of the focus particle no, as
in (109a). Paul’s (2001:710) example in (109b) is similar, except for the syntactic
argument of the first predicate is not explicit:

(109) a. Nanasa ny lobaka izy no niditra aho.
washed.AC T DET shirt 3S FOC came in I 
He was washing the shirt when I came in.

b. Mihinana akoho no mitsangana Rasoa.
eat.ACT  chicken DET stand.ACT  
It is while eating chicken that Rasoa stands.

The examples in (109) are problematic for both the pseudo-cleft and the clausal
complement analysis, as they are currently formulated.

Recall that in the pseudo-cleft analysis what appears before the focus particle no
is the predicate and the no-phrase is a DP subject. The problem that arises in (109) is
two-fold. First, what precedes no is a sentence, not a predicate. It hence cannot have
a pseudo-cleft structure. Second, as the sole argument of the predicate in the second

27For instance, it would be consistent with the pseudo-cleft analysis (as well as the clausal complement
analysis) if the adverb daholo is characterized as being associated with a plural trigger. However, insofar
as the notion of trigger is a mere descriptive label and has no theoretical standing, such a characterization
is unwarranted. Even in this case, the facts in (106)–(108) have no bearing on the category of the no-
phrase.
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clause is syntactically present, the no-phrase is an event nominal (Section 2.2.3);
consequently, the sentences in (109) are instances of the copula/equative sentence.
But it is not clear what these sentences mean, for what appears in predicate position,
in the pseudo-cleft analysis, is an IP or a VP.

The problem that the examples in (109) present for the clausal complement
analysis is that the first clause appearing before the focus particle no is most unlikely
fronted from a position in the no-phrase. For instance, there would be no source for
(109a), since (110a) is ungrammatical:

(110) a. *Niditra aho nanasa ny lobaka izy.
came in I washed.PASS DET shirt 3S

I came in he was washing the shirt.

b. Nanasa ny lobaka izy nony niditra aho.
washed.PASS DET shirt 3S when came in I
He was washing the shirt when I came in.

c. Nony/*no niditra aho nanasa ny lobaka izy.
when/FOC came in I washed.PASS DET shirt 3S

He was washing the shirt when I came in.

(109a) may look like (110b), with no being a phonological reduction of nony
‘when’. But the contrast in (110c) shows that the two are most probably not variants
of each other, unless there is independent reason for why the subordinator nony
occurring clause-initially may not be phonologically reduced to no.

One possible solution that immediately comes to mind is to allow base-generation
of sentences in the cleft position. The issue that needs to be addressed is whether
there is principled reason for why sentences may but other phrasal categories may
not be base-generated in that position.

3 Conclusion

In sum, in spite of the superficial similarity between the pseudo-cleft structure in
(68a) and the clausal complement structure in (68b), there being two major
constituents, the two significantly differ with respect to the structural relation
between the two constituents and the empirical predictions that follow from the
difference.

Thus, on the one hand, it comes as no surprise that certain facts, e.g., placement
of negation and adverbs, the distribution of the adverb daholo ‘all’ and coordination,
by and large do not distinguish the two structures. We nevertheless can conclude
from these facts that the cleft construction is not monoclausal (Sabel 2001).

On the other hand, the structural difference between the pseudo-cleft and the
clausal complement analyses has direct bearing on several structures that can only be
derived by movement. A number of facts, e.g., the restriction on the predicate, tense-
marking on PPs, multiple occurrence of adverbs, binding into PPs, decidedly fall
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under the clausal complement analysis, but not under the pseudo-cleft account, for
principled reasons.

Given that other languages like English have structures in which the subject of a
predicate has an overt head noun like one, structures commonly associated with
pseudo-clefts, one might wonder whether Malagasy has anything similar. It does.
However, these invariably have the determiner ny or the demonstrative izay, not the
focus particle no:

(111) a. Ao an-dakozia [ ny nanapaka ity hazo ity ] (cf. (93c))
 there ACC-kitchen DET cut.ACT  this tree this

The one who cut this tree is in the kitchen.

b. Te hahalala [ izay vao tonga ] aho. (cf. (101a))
 want meet.ACT that new arrived I

I want to meet the one who just arrived.

Malagasy is thus quite similar to English, apart from it having no overt counterpart
of English one.

The foregoing discussion of the syntactic structure of the cleft construction
crucially relies on general principles of grammar like those of binding, constituency,
extraction and categorial distribution already familiar from linguistic theory. To the
extent that my arguments are correct, they provide (additional) empirical evidence
for these grammatical principles that are motivated independently of Malagasy as
well as of the cleft construction. Moreover, as it brings certain other facts in
Malagasy to bear, my analysis gives a principled account for the cleft construction.
That is, speakers of Malagasy assign the clausal complement structure in (68b), not
the pseudo-cleft structure in (68a), to the cleft construction, because it is consistent
with the way other facts of the language are.
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